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'This tbes-.is reports the result:s- tif: an investigatio:n 
o·f· cut-tin.g, ·t:-ool temperatures· generated during a turn:ing_ 
operation .. : Th:e: :tool temperatures. were sensed by two 
remote th.ermocot1ple.~ placed beneath the cutting_ t·,o-:ol. 
. 
-. 
·, Th.e :'pur·-p.os,e o.f -the experiment was to develop a ·pred:ic:ti.Vl~ 
equatio.11 f.o·r t-ool ivear using the -remote -temper~:tures. :a,s: 
an indepertdent vari~bLt. 
'l\.j'- experiment was pe,r·fot1n¢-d ·by taki_n-g mac:.h:i_t{it1-g 
cuts with varying_ speeds, feeds, and depths of cuts. 
The analysis of the experimental results revealed that 
machining temperature alone cannot adequately estimate 
t6ol wear. Tool wear was found to be dependent upon·-
time, speed; feed, and depth of cut, as well as macb·i.n·irt-g 
' . 
temperature. 
The temperature output curve of the thermocouple.was · 
conceptu~lized to consist of two distinct additive portions: 
a thermal response curve and a tool wear response curve. 
Equations were developed to isolate the portion of the 
thermocouple output directly attributable to tool wear. 
The determination of the tool wear response of the .. 
thermocouple resulted in a general predictive equation 







·¢:qttat .. ::i.011 :j~,s: .de.peJ1-d·~nt.: u_p:on remo·t·e m:a_chiti"ing temperat;_ur .. e-s.,·· 
.. . .· 
. . - . . 






·Te.mperat·u·re$ ·fn a metal removing o.p·e.rat:ion- ·have been 
investigated _for nearly fifty y·ear·s.. It i·s ·known thac 
' about ninety-sevEn per cent of the power applied in 
machini~ng creates heat, causing. temperature increases iI1 
. the workpiece, tool, chip, and lubricant. Of this heat, 
~bout one-third is dissipated at the tool face. Th£ 
temperatures reached at the tool face of the tool under 
most practical turning operations are high enough to be 
a.n important, if not determining fqctor in tool life. 
Hence, /researchers have theorized, and justifiably so, 
that there exists a correlation between cutting 
temperatures and tool life. Rece~t work by Groover (l)* 
has confirmed this correlation between machining 
temperature and tool wear. 
The purpose of this research was to use a r~fined 
version of Groover's t~-10 remote thermocoup~le temperature· 
~easuring techniques to investigate relationships between 
temperature and other variables in a machining operation. 
The relationship between machining temperature and these 
variables will ultimately determine the success or 
failure of remote sensing devices for adaptive control. 
*The numbers in parent hes is refer to sources contained in the bibliography. 
.3 
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TEt1PERATURE AND TOOL WEP.R 
Tool wear ·occurs in two: distinct regions brt the 
·· t:·o:c}l-,· c:he t·ool face and :the .t.00·1. flank. The .rµbb:in_g 
o::f :1:·he ho--t .c:hip as it :P:asses over th-e. tool causes. a :· 
. . 
:c·rc?tter ·t·o form.- (FIG. · l ):, wh-i:l~: ·the·- rubbing of t.1Je: 
conler ~6rkpitce on the flank causes the flank- wear 
.on :tJ1e tool-- (F1G:. 2). Severa.l me:chanisms· · of t·o:ol_ 
. 
. 
we.ar- are ev.i·d,e.nt _:in. t1 turning ope-ratio·n .•. 
1 . Abras·.i.on,: or plowing·, occurs when hardened 
nJ.icroconstituents pass over the tool surf aces. The 
hardened particle~ remove tool material in a manner 
similar to grinding. The hard particles are 
either inherently present in the work material of 
are forme.d by strain hardening due· to the machining 
process itself. 
of flank wear. 
Abrasion is the predominant mode 
· 2. DiffusitJ:n is: a wear mechanism that is 
. highly' dependent upo·n temperature. Diffusion wear· 
is·~aue to adhesion and transfer of tool and work 
materials by interfacial diffusion. Diffusion 
can occur only at elevated temperatures. · These 
' 






FiGURE 1 - - CRATER FORMP~TION 
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3. .A thi:rd. mechanism of tool wear is welding 0£ ·. 
c-h:i·p .and to.ol . (bu:i.l:t U:P e::dges.) As the chi.p · flo~s . 
. a-c.ross the tool, lar-g·e·r and larger deposits of ·v1ork 
. . 
material are left on the.cutting edge, resulting irt 
-poor machining, as wel 1 as chip ·control pro bl.ems ... 
v • 
F~ W. Taylor (2) was probably the first 
re·searcher to investigate· the effects of elevat-.-eti 
temperatures in a metal cutting operation. 
Taylor's work concludes that tool life is shortened 
by operation at higher speeds and elevated tempera-
tures. Schallbroch, Schaumann, -and Wallichs (3) 
... 
·•. 
used cutting temperatures and tool wear as variables 
.. 
to predict machinability of a workpiece. The 
results show that a relationship between machining 
temperature and tool life has the form: 
L = AT -B 
where L represents the tool life, T repre~ents the 
absolute temperature, and A and B represent constants 
which, unfortunately, vary with differing machining 
conditions. 
More recent work by Chao & Trigger (4), (5) 
6 
. .. : 
·.cJ_ 
; ·{1 ' 
.. f 
suggests t:hat .. ·di:ffusion wear is essenti.a1.:1:y· an 
exponential ft.trtct·ion. o_f the ave_rage tool-chip int',e.rf:ace 
' 
t,em.p:e-r·a:ture., :providing the temperature is suf f ic.i:en_t·ly 
large to ca,us.e interfacial diffusion. The diffµsJ~on 
wear is governed by the activation energy Q, and the 
. lo.cal absolute temperature T, and has the general 
relationship: 
.W o< exp (-Q / RT) 
. " It appears that if art accurate, reliable method 
of measuring machining ·temperatures can be developed, 
then estimating equations for tool wear or tool life 
can be determined. ' . Consequently, several_notable 
method.s of measuring machining temperatures h·ave 
been developed by researchers. 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
In 1925, the tool-chip thermocouple technique 
of'measuring machining temperature was developed 
independently by three researchers, Shore (6), 
.. 
G:ottwein ( 7) ," and Herbert ( 8). ·. · . The thermocouple 
r 
hot junction.is formed between the chip and cuttipg 
tool. Despite its age, the tool-chip thermocouple 
.7 






-rn~n·t·all:y mea\sur·e_ :temp-era.t-ure. However, several short-
cornirigs hav·e ·pre:vented its: .:ef·f.icient use in a 
... 
cal:i:br-at-ion p.:";t',q.¢-.edu:r-e must ·be perfo.rmf;d. _for each 
t·oo:l.~wo:rk p.a·iring ·tb det,ermine the tni.l'livo lt versu·s 
' 
·t:e~p-~rature relationship. To compound the matter 
-the calibration is highly sensitive to chemical 
variations of tool and workpiece. Trigger, Campb~l1, 
and Chao (9) have shown that estimating errors as 
la~ge as 300° F .. have been observed using carbide 
·t·ool materials of the same grade but from differ.en-:t· 
production lots. Second, the signal produced by the· 
tool-chip thennocouple is particularly noisy due to 
the _dynamic nature of the chip forrning. Finally, 
since the indicated temperature is some kind of 
average value, the tool chip thermocouple canno.t 
adequately measure the machining temperature after 
the tool wear process has started.· As the tool wear 
:progresses, the thennocouple hot junction changes in 
contact area and, hence, there is doubt as to the 







I:n c~tn :e.·ffort :to: .av.aid ·trre t1n-kn:awn. influences of. 
:the: ·d:ifferen·t. j-·unc.tions ·of t:he t·o·o.1-c.hip therrnocoup.l-e> 
te.chpique, a t\vo-.to.ol rne·thcrd was developed _by sp·ath 
:( 10:). However_.,_ :due to ·it.~ ·.impracticality in· a _ ,. 
-pr:oduction environment, tlJe· two-tool method se.~m.S: :t:.c;l 
.•. 11:ave been aba.ndoned .. 
Other techniq~es involving special chemicals and: 
_p.botography have been researched. Pmong t·hetn .at·e the 
:radiometry technique deve_loped by Schwerd (1:1·y .a.nd 
-
more recently by Reichenbach (12) . The fne.t.hod. 
. , 
attempts.to estimate the temperature by ·measuring 
the radiant energy emitted from the tool-work contact 
area .. , However, the method is very sensitive and the 
emissivity is dependent upon material, surface 
roughness, cleanliness, and possible oxidation. of 
the materials. Hence, the method has remained. a 
laboratory technique rather than developing into a 
production applicable technique. Temperature 
measurement techniques involving thermosensitive 
paints were used by Schallbroch and Lang (13), as 
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·I 
be inaccurate and no·t particularly app::li·:ca{b .. l·e: :t:o· .a 
production a·t·mcrsphere because the t~mp;er.atu,.r·e c-an on·ljt 
be· inv·est.·igat:ecl at :t·h:e· _¢:·omp-·lett-o-n. o·f· the ,.ma.c:l1inirtg_ 
ope:rati.on.:. 
The. use o::E .irtandaJ calibrated thermocouptes has 
b·een the most nota·ble of r_ecent achievements in mea.sur-i.n.g 
~ ...... 
machining temperatures. Reichenbach (12) developed~ 
technique involving an imbedded thermocouple in the.· 
workpiece. The technique requires that the to.al :p.a.s.:s 
in very close proximity to the thermocouple. T-be. 
recorded temperatures are·then used to calculate the 
temperatures of the machining operation. However, the 
very nature of the method prohibits its economical use 
in a production operation. 
Other researchers have placed standard thermoco-up:l~~ 
inside the tool. Kusters (15) dev.eloped a method 
whereby holes were drilled and. thermocouples inserted as 
close to the cutting edge as possible. The main objection 
to this technique is that it is very time consuming,as 
well as uneconomical in a production scheme. There is 
also some speculation among researchers that the 
preparation of the carbides for this technique .alters 
the coefficient of conductivity and, thus, inaccurate 





··Bec:ause of ·the possible chang~_, in .pro,:p:erti·es .o.:f· t·-he · 
:t:-o-o.ls, recent researchers have used the·rmoco.uple·s on· :t:b~ 
-~t.1:t:face of the cutting tool ... Lipman, Nev·i.s ana:· Kari:.e (X-'\J:)_,. 
t1ang. ( 17), :a.:n-d vJang:, t~u- and. ·I°\vata ( 18) :bav·e. cle-velo:p··ed 
·.. 
. 
remote therrnocouple techni.ques· using one standard 
t·hermocouple. The .Lipman, Nevis -and I<ane techn~que 
requires steady state conditions to estimate temperature 
while the methods employed by Wang use an extrapolation 
scheme to determine cutting temperatures at steady stat.e.: 
Groover (1) utilized a scheme involving two remote 
thermocouples placed beneath a cutting tool in a turning 
~ ·. 
operation. Two thermocouples are used to eliminate the 
need to reach a steady state machining condition to 
reliably estimate tool temperature .. Other work by 
' 
Groover and Kane (19), (20), is directed at developing 
p.redictive equations to estimate the temperature at the 
tool tip. P.,.n equation of the form: 
T0 = K + A Tl+ B DTl/DT + C T2 
where T0 represents tool tip temperature, Tl represents 
the temperature of thermocouple closest to the tool tip,._ 
'· 
DTl/DT represents the instantaneo~s change of Tl, T2 
represents the temperature of the.second thermocouple 
and K, P., B, and C are constants was developed. However, · 















·c~tn.d. t'b:o.l~·cibi·p Cb·n~tact a:rea. Gr·oover % s re-s·.ea.:r¢h. ·'c:·i) a-.ls·o '· 
s.'I1owe.·d a h .. igh :co.1:-r.:elati·on ·betw .. een remote tempe-rature·s ;tnd 
i:ncre-a·:s ing'· to:o.I 'W·'e.aJ:--. Gt·o.otr:er: s use o.f an on l·tn:e: 
e·s.timator to c.a.l,ct1la·t¢ th,~ t-ool tip temperature suggests 
:t·b.at .the.- v.ctlµe of ·t,he remote method may be its applicati.o-n 
) 
i·n a: s.y.stem which uses temperature to estimate the st_a·t·e_ 
o:f ·t:he to·ol wear and adaptively control the m~_ch·i:n-i_-:ng-
o.peration. It is for t.his reason that the aµ_tn·o~ l)as. 
decided to e·rnploy Groover's remote thermocouple 
:technique for the experiment. Figure 3 shows th.-e pla~e-
ment of the two remote thermocouples in relation·· t'.o the 
cutting tool. As the tool \,,ears,. the formation of a crater 
an4 abrasion of the tool flank cause the sensing devices 
to; become closer to the heat input and, thus, to record 
.a higher temperature. Figure 4 shows the effects of t·oo·1 
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FI.GUR:E 3 - - THERMOCOUP.L·E PLACEMENT '. 
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ltDP.-l?T'.IV'lt c:·o.NTitOL. . .. 
- - ,. -, . . . . ,- ...... . 
.. 
·r.h·e tn:c,r,¢.asi.ng :c.o·-·s·t·,s: and .complexity associated w:f:t:h 
·macl1ini~g ha:$: dema.n .. de·d s:on1e- ·typ~ of control over t-h.e· 
cut:·tirig_ process-~ Numerical control was a major .. s te_p: in: 
i:t1-C'r·e.as··ing m¢tal cutting efficiency. Numerical con·tro1 
. 
··us:,es mir~·h·i-n.i:rig instructions contained on cards or -ta·pe-, 
whi·ch ~tre fed to a machine controller and are c&·:rri:.ed: .. 
·out automatically without human intervention. . Nurhe-t.·ica·l 
. .· . . . , 
. .. . . 
control, then, increases machining efficiency by control• 
ling the non-cutting aspects of a process, such as set~up 
:t.-ime and tool change time. 
However, the desire for faster production, more 
. 
. 
mach_ine protection, and tighter control over tolerances 
lias required that more attention be focused on the metal 
cutting process itself. It is now recognized that 
productivity can be greatly increased if variations of 
the metal cutting process are sensed and compensated for 
as they occur. Such a closed loop control system is called 
adaptive control and is presented in a block diagram in 
Figure 5. 
To implement adaptive control in a machining 
.environment certain variables must be identified. The 
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.• . t,. 
1. In_put. variables - suc:l'i-· a·s. S:]Je·e:.d, feed, and depth · 
of cut:. Wi.-t:-h conventional rna.chin,i·n.g -'tb:·e·-~e variabl.es are 
·r1ot al te.re,d· ·during t-he rnlttal cutting- ,p:ro.:c·e~r$. A.daptive 
.. 
c·:o-n·trol \4lill aJ~low for variations of these varia:bles· ior1 
:o.·r,der to meet some optimization scheme. 
2. Fixed varia·b.les - the.s~ variable·s: c:-~n.r::iq_·t b_e: 
. 
· ·changed during th·e cutting process. They ar~ altered onty 
during set:.-µp or between machining cuts., Tool geom.etr_y:, 
tool composition and workpiece material are typical. fix::e;d 
"In.a.chining variables. 
3 .. Product variables - these are variables :that are 
g.e-ne·r:li:1.ly associated with performance evaluation. 
::Efr-~:s.ent··1y there are no means of estirnatin:g these variables 
while t·he cut is in process. Size variation, surface finish .. 
and produc:tivity are frequently used product variables.,. 
4. Process variables - these variables are changed 
during the cutting operation.· In an adaptively controlled 
system these variables are sensed or measured in some 
manner. The value of the variable is then compared to 
some optimum value and corrections are made to input 
variables to attain the optimum machining scheme. Forc·es. 
. . , 
powe·r requirements and temperature are all measurable 
process variables. 
5. Uncontrollable variables - ·these variables also 
• 





The_se variabl.es ar·e· irn.po·rta.nt· 
..... J 
. ' 
.. b(?cause: .tb:·ey. c:a:u.s.e ~-hang~:S i_n pr·o·.duct at1d pr.dc:es·s:: 
va.rialJ.le-.s. Ur1f·ort·unat~iy,. there ar.e -no presen~t. metlro-.d:·s 
t:o tn~as·u,re ·t:ttese var·i~rbles. directly during a cutt.ing· 
<lp·e:rat:ion. T·ool :sh·a.rpness, .crater wear and flapk i~t.ear 
,ar.e e~:~ttjple.s o:f uncontrollable variables. 
Tb~ -ll:$e -of adaptive control in a metal c·ut:t··in.g: 
env,ir·on:rn(.:._1i·&; :is well documented _(21-31). H:o\vever., this· 
-t-h:esi:s shalt only dis.cuss those control systems which· 
hsv~ µSed machining temperatti~e. 
Ja·eszhl<e, i:vu and Zinnnerly (30) used the tool-chip 
t·h.ertnocouple as a temperature sensing device in a feedback 
con-trol system-. The system is non-adaptive because an 
op.timizatiort scheme was not used. The experiment 
monitored temperature and. through a feedback mechanism 
altered the machining speed to maintain a constant iool~ 
chip temperature. The .o.b.j ective of the experiment \vas to 
test the tool-chip thermocouple in a control .system. 
A Bendix system (25),(31) attempted to use the tool-
_¢:hitJ thermocouple in an adaptively controlled system. 
-Ho'\veverJ several difficulties were encountered in the 
Bendix system and the unreliability of the tool-chip· 








:m.easttr:e_d: va·r:i.li"b:1..e ,f.n. a: (1.o:n-t:r:o.11.·e·d prttc·:e-:$-S ,~ ,, 
~B·o·th: , J.ae·:s,z.hl<¢, · .et a.1 ( 30··) an_d· ,'t.h··e .B·ernd·iX. .:c.o::rp:o,r·a'.·t·io:ri 
'(_·,·2-:S) .(·· .. 31·): conclud.ed: tha_t. t1he b-ig_ ·(ye.-s:t de:·te_r.ertt·:s :t_-o ·using· · > . ... . ' b .. .. . '. . . . . 
. . 
. . 
t:b·e· tool-chip thermocouple was its ina:bilit·y ·t:?· reliably 
;G~:pove,rls :(1), (19), (2G) t~chnic1:ue cJ·f me·a·suring_ 
·temp.e"l:a.tur-es a·ppear:s t:o ·be- rno·r·e.-, ap.plic:able ·in: .ari a·d:ap:t·iv:e: 
c-on.t:ro:1 s-ystem!.·· Sev-e:cal pot·ential .. a.dva.rt.t-~g.es -are:· re,a·liz:,ed 
th:r.·ough t::he remote thermocoup-le tec.hnique. 
··1.. No calibration of the thermocouple is nece.ssar_y · 
b:ec-at1s:~ :standard thermocouples are used. 
2. The remote technique eliminates the noisy -s .. ig::na-1. 
that is a characteristic of.the tool-chip thermocouple . 
.·· .. 
. 3~ There is a good correlation between temperature 
:i:fnd t:aol wear in the use of the remote thermocouple methoc:l:. 
Groover's work was directed mainly at estimating tool 
tip temperature. However, the close correlation between 
temperature and tool wear suggests that.the remote 
thermocouple may be a useful sensing device in.a controlled 
operation. The ·present research will attempt to estimate 
tool wear froin measured remote machining temperatures. 
Development of pr~dictive equations will allow for an on~: 
f - -





THE EXPERIME .. NT: 
n·ESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 
The research was perf·orme:d using one work material 
:·c::rn·-.d one ,_g_:r.ade of ~cemented carbide insert. Tests Ylere 
·per.f.orm¢<1 t·o determine the hardness of the work 
,material. There were nc;, ·significant differences in.· 
Brinel 1 hardness throughout a cross section of :·t:he l?ar:._ 
., 
;:"-::--£-
· P~ppendix 1 gives the hardness profile and other .p:roperties · 
of the bar stock. P"ll tools were produced_ in the same 
. ' lot in an effort to avoid extraneous sources of error.· 
,Appendix 2 · lists the properties of the cutting tool. 
Twelve sets of cutting conditions were tested in the 
·experiment. All of the machining conditions varied ip 
.metal removal rate. Each condition used a new cutting 
edge and at no time was a worn cutting edge permitted to 
come in direct contact \vith the remote thermocouples. 
Thi..s. assured that uniform properties existed between the 
·h·eat input area (tool-chip contact area) and the remot·e: 
thermocouples. 
Each test consisted of ten minutes of cutting time, 
br·oken down into one minute cutting operations, unless the 
·t:cJol failed prior to ten minutes. End of tool life, or· 







accornpanie·d .b:y---~incr'e,a.sed s:o·r.fa._¢e.·· roughn-ess, as well as 
sparking .and poor chip ·cont;bl. Failure occurred for 
, three set-s ·o:·f ma.chining ·conditions. Three repetitions: , · 
were p.erf.o:rtne¢ o-n ·t·hose conditions in an effort t.Q 
tnv~s t,iga te. t.h~: e.J:.:f.·e.cts of· too 1 f ai 1 ure on mac.h j_;ni.ng 
Several a:.ependent variables were measured du-riJ1g 
.. 
;-;-', 
the experiment··.. Flank wear and crater wear were mea·su.r·ed 
at the end of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, s·and·lO minutes unless 
failure occurred. Initially, l)'ar diameter was record~d.,; 
however, this practice 'tvas discontinued after tests 
s.howed that bar diameter had no effect upon temperature, 
due to the uniform hardness of the bar stock. Several 
tempe_ratures were measured during the machining operations. 
Tw'o remote temperatures -\~ere recorded, as well as the 
instantaneous change in the· temperature of the thermo-
,. c:ouple nearest the cutting edge. Ambient temperature 
was recorded, but, like bar diameter, p~oved to be 
insignificant. 
The specific independent variables are given below: 
...: ... 
20 
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_ _.._, .. 
.. 
.. 
-a.~) ·.·c·,ut:tfJ1g ·,c-on:d,i,tiion.$~ 
.. 
. (1.) V~·4C)O: 
c:2:)- v~4sc). 
( :3::) v~ s_Tj.(; 
(4 )· V-=400 
(5 . .): V=400 
('.6·) . V=SbG 
(:7_.) .... V=.5 CO 
.(8): V=6·00 
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b:._:) Work material - 4340 steel, non heat-treated 
S·,e:e Appendix 1 for properties of work material. 
) .C·:· •.. TtJol .material - I<ennametal SNG-422-K21 
S:ee Ap·pendix 2 for properties of tool mater_:ia.l .• 
d:. _): Time of cut - 1 minute 
.. 
e: .. :) Number of cuts - 10, unless tool failure occurred 
before ·10 minute·s. 
A preliminary experiment was performed to determine 
:if there were significant differences in tool. wear between 
three consecutive one minute cuts and a· continuous th·ree 
minute cut. The purpose of the experiment was to justify· 
.. , 
the use of orte minute cutting intervals tn the major 
experiment. 
Two speeds were tested with constant feed and depth 
of cuts. The specific conditions were: 
21 
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,: ... ~Q 
·v···· 4·--c-··--0_--,. -·-.·:.' :'. 
' - . : . 
. . . 
:. -· \i.=6 {J:O .a~ ... ·040 d=.040 ""·. 
:'flv:o"· repli·ca.t·~s were. p.erf·.ormed -c>n each set of co:ndi·tt·on:s . 
. Tl;Te · p:t:el..:i·m.i·n·ar:y ·e.xp.erim~n.ta:1 re.s.ults indicated t·h .. at -vary1.n:g 
·th·e t:i_m-~. of iC:·u:t .. did :not s.ignif.ic:antly change t·he wea.r 
-
.level a.f:t:.er a.rt· equc~ll ~mount.: o·f ·Cutting time.. Tbe: 
preliminary. experiment a.lso serve·d as a. te.s·t f·o.r :t.he: 
remote-. th·ermocouple set-up. 
E0.UIP11ENT P ..ND APPARP~TUS 
The experiment was perfo.rined on a Le Blonde 16 in·cb 
_, 
. 11.eavy duty engine lathe. A varidyne speed control unit 
was used to obtain 'fle·xibility in turning speeds. . A 
Jagab.i speed in.dicator was used to accurately determine;·. 
' the turning speed in surface .J~et per minute. 
A specially adapted tool holder had to be de~igned 
f.or u_se with the remote thermocouples. The basic tool-
bplcier was a·va.lenite model SVBR 16. Holes were machined 
through the toolholder (and se.~t) to accommodate the 
remote thermocouples. The holes provided·stability,~as 
• well as location for the two thermocouples. The tool 
geomet~y used: in the experiment was: 
:~·. )· Bac·k rake angle 
b.) Side rake· angle c.: End relief.angle 
d.) Side relief angle 
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A t:i.tanium. alloy (tSV-4A.l.) with a low coefficient: o:f 
·thermal condu:ctivit·y (=5 Btu/hr-ft-°F.) was used ·t·b 
insulate t:he: carb.i:de . cuttin·g tool. The p.urpo·s:e- q~ t::1,e 
.. insulati.on- .was to decrease the heat loss :of the to.o:1. -clue 
t-b. heat tran$fer. Further insulation was provi~ed bj 
gr·indin·g: ·slots on the titanium alloy. ·The slots c-aus._e: 
r._.. 
s~ome: b'f the heat transfer between tool and toolhol_der 
. . t.o occur by convection, rather than conduction, and 't~bu:s.: 
·, 
to raise the temperatures sensed by the remote 
t'hermocouples. Groover (1.) established that the use :o='f·: a;n 
insulator does not affect the tool wear process in a 
. 
machining operation. 
Two standard iron-constantan thermocouples were 
· used in the research. Ungrounded thermocouples were 
chosen to reduce the noise problem and prevent short-
circuiting of the hot junction. A reduced tip thermo-
couple was selected to improve the response time without 
·s-'acrificing rigidity of the entire thermocouple. 
Previous experimentors (1), (19), (20) concluded that 
a method must be found to provide adequate contact force 
between the tool and the thermocouple. Prior to this 





prov.i·s:ior1 for ·c·o:nta.ct. £.orctt. 
~-
Consequently, ··:t-his. me·t..h:od .. 
r·~s·uJ~:t·.eo-. in: oc_:casional 1neasurement .errors, as well as 
vat±~tions of -the locatiort of. the hot junction in relation 
·-to ·th.e cut.ting t·:o·,01 .• · In. this experiment a spring loaded 
thermoc·ouple was used to provide for better contact for-ce. 
The springs are located within the bushings used to hold 
and g:l]ide the· thermocouples. Figure 6 shows the spring 
loaded mounting used to provide better contact force. 
Figure 7 shows the entire toolholder-thermocouple 
appa~atus. A thin steel sheet stock shield was used to 
protect _the device from chips; however, for clarity the 
'i,>· 
shield is not shown in Figure 7. 
Three thermocouple outputs were monitored during· 
the cutting operation. Two of the rea~dings were the 
unaltered emf~s generated at the hot junctions of the two 
remote thermocouples. Groover (1) indicated that the 
instantaneous change of the emf of the thermocouple 
nearest the cutting edge was a signficant variable in 
detennining the temperature at the tip of the carbide 
insert. Although the exact relationship between tool wear 
and thermocouple output was unknown prior to the experiment,. 
it was surmised that the derivative of the highest emf 
output might also be significant in predicting tool wear. 















































































.. :fJ(=velo"I:l,ecl: ,at :t·eh,~.g:h ttl ¢.·ornpu,t·t~ the_ emf rate of cha-nge ·o-n: 
art ort·:·1:.;Ln.:e. ·bas.fs. 
!hir-ee recording potentiometer,s were need·e-d :for. ··:t.he 
.. .. -·, 
:(=x.p·e-r·iment. Thermocouple outp.ut.s were recor·decl in 
m:illivolts and millivolt.s· per secorid for the ·instan:t·a·neous 
.ch·ange o·f the emf o.f t.he· nearest therrnocoupl .. e .• ~--T_he 
potentiomete-rs wer·e a product of t_he Brow-rt Instrument 
' Division of tl1e Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Compa-ny··, •. 
Several instruments were used to measure the v·.a·lues-
·of. :the depengent .variables. A toolmaker 1 s micros.c.o.·pe w~s 
·' .. 
used to det·ermine the flank ~vear 'in the carbide ins,er·t 
; . 
,• 
, cutting_ tool. Determining the crater area was a slight_i-y 
more complicated procedure. First the craters were 
magn.ified SOX by an optical comparator and traced onto 
transparencies. The transparencies were then retraced 
onto paper ahd the crater areas were measured using a 
_p·lanimeter. The: resulting area in square inches was. 
,divided_ by 2500 to account for the SOX magnification of 
t:l1e dimensions (50 X 50). 
P.ppendix 3 give·s a detailed list of experimental 
.apparatus (including manufacturers). 
27 









rtl.e~al cutting operations. Temperatures were recor·d~.·o 
during each cut and flank wear and crater wear were 
measured at the end of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 . 
. minutes of cut·t ..:ing :(.·for :ea'-ch se.·t o·:f machining 
c-onditions). 
Data points were taken &t times of 2, 5, 10, 20 
and 50 se,co·.nds from the continuous temperature record 
for a· given one minute cut. -Actual thermocouple 
outputs are shown in figures 8, 9 and 10. 
In addition to flank wear and crater wear, a. 
t.bir.-d dependent variable, total wear area, was 
calculated. Total wear is merely the summation of 
crater area and flank wear area. The flank wear area 
is calculated by multiplying the measured flank land 
by the theoretical flank length. The flank length is 
·&.Piproximated by the following ··equation: 
FL= D - (R - R sin 15°) (75 + sin -1 (f/2R)) Tr R Cos 15 ° + -----1....,a-=-o!"-· -----
·wb.ere FL equals flank length, R equals nose radius, 




















-- THERMOCOUPLE OUTPUT Tl 
530 sfpm F .0132 ipr 
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F.IGURE 9 -- THERMOCOUPLE RATE OF CHANGE DTl/DT 

















F = .0132 ipr D °= .045 
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FIGURE 10 -- THERMOCOUPLE OUTPUT T2 
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_t·h·e: erl:°t.ire we-ar s·t.·a:t·us of the-- carbide. cutting tool .. 
Q 
.For -economy many· of the, one minute cuts were 
. 
. 
e1i~iriated ftom the analyses presented in this research. 
A total of 188, ·minutes of metal cutting (or 94G data 
·-points) u.se,d in the analysis are presented in 
._-A-ppe11clix 4 .• 
DISCUSSION OF ERROR 
•. 
Before evaluating any experimental data relation-
ships, it is necessary to identify sources of experimental 
error. Experimental error may be, introduced by unexpected 
variations of input parameters or by measurement 
.. in:consistency. 
The turning speed in surface feet per minute was 
detennined by a Jagabi indicator. Several measurements 
of· the same turning speed indicate an accuracy of 
-~_pproximately ±"3 sfpm of the desi~ed cutting speed. 
All cuts were started at the proper depth of cut. 
·However, due to variations of the bar diameter, there 
may be changes in the actual depth of cut during the 
cut,ting operation. Although this error cannot be 








' ~ .. ,. 
The feed rate of cut was machine pace·d. ·T.h.e·refore, 
fib error should be introduced by fluctuations in the 
·f-eed.. rate . 
Variations in the temperature outputs were r1e:_ld to. 
:a· minimum by clea·ning the thermocouples and b:y maintain-
ing tool-thermocouple contact force during t-he 
. experiment .. In addition, the recording potentiometers 
were short-circuited and checked for ''drift' 1 before most 
cuts. Little or no drift was evidenced during the 
experiment. 
The temperatures were recorded on a motor_driven 
· ,g_r.aph. Figur~ 8 shows that the temperature has a very 
high rate of change at the beginning of each cut. As 
the cut progresses, the output begins to level off with 
only· a small rate of change. Consequently, the largest 
measurement errors are introduced when interpreting the 
plotted data at time equals two seconds, while the 
·smallest errors are introduced at .time equals so s~conds. 
. /' 




·The general problem associated with measuring/ flank wear 
/ -
is the variation in the length of the fl~nk land. To 






cart~ was: :ta-l<e.n: ·to. :rrrea$.·u;r·e al:l. tf,1an1< land,s .at .a.p:.p.:t.o.x·irna .. ::te,i.$" 
t.h·e same d.i·.s:t_··an:c::e ~r:om: t'11e n.:c>-se radius .of th·e tool,.. ..A 
p·r .. evi.ou:s e?{perime.nt ·at Leh.:ig_l:-1 indicates measurement 
er·rors·: ·o:f .•. 5: X. :10 -3· i:ncbE1:s can be expected when us~-rtg: 
t·he· t·o<,1:ma·ker.f_,s; tn.1.·.cr.osco'.pe ~ 
S·ever··a·l e.-r·r·ors .ca .. n b:e i.ntr.oduced when e:"s.t:itnati.r1g tbe 
.. : 
4rc·-r.a.:ter· wear. First, ·tb.e. magnified craters .a.re :t.ra.c:ed ont·o 
transp'arencies. The transparencies are then retraced. o:nto· 
paper and areas are measured using a planimeter. TE!n 
tracings were made of the same c_rater transparency t:d 
e,.stimate experimental· measurement error. The ten crater 
areas were ·then measured using a planimeter. The 
variation of the final crater wear estimates was ~5% of 
the mean crater area. 
REGRESSION ANALYSES 
Several straight- line regression analyses were 
·. performed to determine if there was a good ·c:orrelatiori 
between tool wear and remote temperatures. The 
regressions were performed using the ~EAPS package (32) 
on the CDC 6400 digital computer ·at Lehigh Universi~y. 
Initially, dependent variables of flank wear, crater 
'\vear and total too 1 wear were used· .in the regress iori , 
34 
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. ana:ly:s::e:s_. T.c1 c'otrtp-l_e.te the entire da.:t·ir a.rra_y tJf' ·the 
··depende.n.:.t varia-b·le·$ ,· wear rea_ding·s we:r:~ f:nt.erpo::late:d £:o_r" 
.t:im~S = 2, 5, 10:, 2.0 and 50 seco·nd·s fto..m. W€ia]:·· v.e.rStlS0 'tirn:e 
g.rap·hs. Typical wea.f.'.' -ver,su.s tinte gr:aph$_ a:te ·p:r:--e:_s·en.t .. e:d . i=rt 
Figures ~l through 14 .. 
Four basic regress·i .. on equations were used in· an 







iv ~ K +· A· (Tl.,) + B (DTl/DT). .+ ·c: (T.:2:) W ~ K + .A (~l) + B (DTl/DT) 
W -~ I< + A (T.l) + C (T2) 
.W = .K + A (Tl) 
·where Tit i.·S t·o:ol wear (either flank, crater, or total wear), 
K, A, Band Care constant~, a~d ll, DTl/DT and T2.are the 
remote temperature readings. 
. » 
Th:e four straight line equations were attempts t.o_ 
... ¢s·t:ima.te the tool wear using remote temperatures as t·,he 
~nly independent variables. 
Certain indications of the ''goodness of fit'' app:ea.r· 
·in the regression surrnnaries. The multiple correlation 
coefficient is one such indicatQr. The correlation 
coefficient is -derived by taking the. square root of· .t:he 
ratio of the sum of squares due to regression (SS.R) to 
. "" . 
the total sum of squares (TSS). The total stun of squares~ .· 
is. merely the sum of SSR adde~ to the sum of squares of 
the residuals. A multiple correlation coefficient close 
\ 35 f), 
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F = . 0102 ipr 
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to· 1. ·p W'i.1:1 .:pr.o·\ti:d·.e a.· be·tt,er fi·:t .of· ·t·h-,e ,data. P"'nother 
,:t:n(i:icat:·o:r: a£" ·!igo.odr1.ess, ·o:f fit'' is ·t·he· standard error o.f· 
e·.s·t.':im.at:e.,, Tb.e. low·er it·be error of estimate the bette.r 
"' 
·t·he. :f:it. Table I explains the symbols and abbreviations 
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TABLE I: SYMB"O.LS AND CODES.· u·S,EI>.· IN THE REG.R"E:SS:IO_N': s~.·R-I]tS 
----
a) FW = flank wear in inches x 10-3 
:b) · CW = cr·ater wear in inches2 x 10-3: 
c) TW ~ total tool wear in inches2 x ·10~-3 
-
--~-
d) Tl = thermocouple output of closest .th¢rmo.co·u:pl:·e·- 1_.trl\t. )· • .. ~ . - . 
. . 















T2 = thermocouple output of second therrnoco-u11.l.e (mv-.~.) 
·MR-R = :rne:tal removal rate 
!1RR V(sfpm) f (ipr) d(in. ) 
.z. 55 cu. in/ntin .. · 500 
• 0102 • C4G 
2.94 • /tnirt. cu. in. 400 
• 0102 • C,6G 
3 .. 67 • /rni:n .. 600 CJ 1-02 r - ,,, cu. in. • •· l J l; ... 
3 .69 • /-mi·n:-~ 4ou 0128 050 cu. in. • • 
3 78 • /min- ·530 0132 040. • cu . in. • • .. ' . 
4. 10 • /min. 6::00·: 0085 oa·1--cu. in. • .. 
4 23 • /min. ·6-·0_o: 01·47 e:·0:7:Q • cu. in. . . .: ' . . . _.·· 
•. 4 32 I! /min. 5:0:0: .:.0120 ..-06.0 • cu . in. 
4. 90 • /min. 5=00 0102 • '0.:8(} cu. in. • 
5 .47 • /min. 4:0.0 0152 .075 cu. in. .. : .. ,· . 
6 14 • /min. ·4(J:0: 0128 .• 1.-:QO: • cu. in • 
-· 
MRR12 6 35 • /min. 6{)0' 0147 o·r·o • cu. in. • •··. 0. _: 




.. ·' The firs:t r,e·gr·e:ssicJn an:a·ly.ses a.t·t::etn:p.te:d: to. find 
p:redictive equati·ons fo:r !lank w·e.ar, crater· wear, and 
total to·ol w·ear. Results are presente.d ih ·Ta.bles II, 
1 :through 3. The re-s:ults show that there is a. low 
correlation between flank wear and remote te:mper-ature 
I 
outputs. Er:t:clr$· of estimation as large as 6000% were 
f·ound in t.he :Predictive equations for flank wear. 
Consequentiy, further regression analyses did not use 
£:1-a·nk wear alone as a dependent variable. 
There is a high correlation between cutting tempera-
ture and crater wear. Also, ·because crater area is the 
·largest portion of total wear area, a high correlation 
exists between cutting temperature and the total tool 
wear. When using all 940 data points, the standard 
error of e~timates are relatively high (compared to the 
ranges and means of the dependent variables), meaning 
that the regression equations do not accurately predict 
the status of the tool \vear. Two reasons can be cited 
to explain the poor fit of the regression equations: 
1. The dynamics of the response curve of the 
·, 
thermocouples gives a poor correlation between tempera-
ture and wear. The value of the thermocouple output is 
~ypically low at the start of a cut, but increases with 
' time. On the other hand, the wear process is constant· 
42 
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T:·P .. J3.L.E: II - 1: REGRE·s:s::.t.o·N' sm1,\RY l 
Straight Line }1odel 
Data: All 940 data poirtts 
Depend.ent Variables·: Flank .wear· (FW): Mean= 5.81 
Range = ·• 5: ~ :2·6:. 5.0: 
Eauation i: 
FW = -4.41 + .81 Tl +·i.69 DTl/DT - .11T2 
Multiple R = .6603 
Standard Error of Estimate= 2.53 
Equation .ii: 
FW = -4.35 + .77 Tl+ t .. 74 DTl/DT 
Multiple R = .6597 
Standard Error of Estimate= 2~53 
Equation iii: 
FW = .89 = .68 Tl - ~66T2 
Multiple R = .4722 · 
Standard Error of Estimate= 2.97 
Equation iv: 
FW = 2.08 = .35 tl 
Multiple R = .4333 













TP.BLE II -2: REG.ltl·s·srt)N ·s:lJM1.1ARY 1 (CONT.) 
Straight Line Model 
Data: All 940 data points 
Dependent Variables: Crater Wear (CW): Mean = 2. 94 
Range -= 1 .. 00· ~ 8,.,!:6-1 
- . ' 
Ec1uation i: 
CW= -1.42 + .:3 .. 9 Tl + 1 •. 10 DTl/DT ·~· -.··18T2 
Multiple R = .8920 
Standard Err-or of Estimate = . 474 
Equation ii: 
CW= -1.30 + .32 Tl+ l .. 19 DTl/DT 
Multiple R = .878 
Standard ·Erro·r :e;Yf Estimate = • 5::Q.2 
Equation iii: 
CW == • 75 + .•. 34 Tl - .41T·2 
Multiple R = • 6559 :;,-
Standard Error of E·stimate = . 791 
Equation iv: . I :1 
CW= 1.49 + .14 Tl 
Multiple R = • 5401 
Standard Error of Estimate = . 88.2 
44 
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TPABLE II -3: REGRESSI0.N_Sill1MARY 1 (CONT.) 
Straight Line Model ·-
Data: P1ll 940 data points 
Deoendent Variables: 
+ Total Wear (TW): Mean = ·3· •. 4C 
Range = l .. :_3:5, ·.-· l,l.75 
Equation i: . 
TW = -1.95 = ~48. Tl+ 1.35 :DTl/DT - .21T2 
Multiple R = .8897 
Standard Error of Estimate 
Equation ii: 
TW = -1.82 + ~19 Tl+ 1.46 DTl/DT 
Multiple R - •. 8·779 
Standard Error of Estimate= .619 
Equation iii: 
TW = .72 + .41 Tl - .49 T2 
Multiple R = .6527 
Standard Error of Estimate= .980 
Ec1uation iv: 
TW = 1.60 + ~17 11 
Multiple R = .5454 





2. ,o·t-het. .:independent var:iables such .as t·im:e,: a.n_:d 
mck.hining c·ondit.io-ns are important in .de.t.ennin_in'.g t·ool 
wear. 
Ir1 ·an., ·e:.ffo·rt to :re,du·ce: ·tbi.s- -h·ig:Jj st·P.:ndard: ~err:o:·r :o,f· 
ets'tim~te,. the· data was ·s.c:rrte::d: to i:nc.l_:ucle .-on'ly :tl10-:s·.e 
·d·at:a points with time = 50 se:cot1ds o·f the cut. As 
p'revi(>us:·ty· discussed, the smallest estimation errors 
:.-. 
--l· 
.o:_f. temperature occurs at .. this time. Dependent var.ia·b·l-es.: 
:Cff c.rater wear and -to:tal- t:ool wear were· tested in t·:b-e 
several straight l;Lr1e- ·r·e-gression e:q~1ations. Tb··e re.s·tflts 
are sunnnarized in Ta,bles III) 1 t:l.1-t~)ugh 2. A- s.ignifican·t 
reduction in the standard error.s .. of estimation was 
ob.·t·ained by the sort. The multiple correlation 
,,__ 
coefficients were also increased, indicating that the 
.. 
fit had improved. However, large residuals·were common 
w,r1~n predicting the tool wear (either crater wear or 
tbtal.tool wear). 
··-~ 
·One signi.ficant. observation must be noted from tlie· 
'e·a.r--.ly regression summaries. In all cases, the most. 
,s.igrt:i·ficant variable in determining tool wear was the 
t,emperature Tl, the· output of the thermocouple closer 
to the cutting edge. Therefore, DTl/DT and T2 were 





TP~BLE III - 1: REGRESSION SUMMARY 2 
Straight Line· Model 
Data: All t = 50 seconds data points (188) 
Dependent Variables: Crater Wear (CW):'Mean = 3.03. 
·' 




CW= -2;48 :+ .• 07 Tl - 1.47 DTl/DT + .• --7-0T:2-
Multiple R ·.= • 9458 
Standard Error of Estimate 
Equation ii: 
CW= -1.83 + .34 Tl - 2.56 DTl/DT 
Multiple R = .9104 
Standard Error of Estimate= .425 
Equation iii: 
CW= -2.49 + .07 Tl ·+ • 70T2 
Multiple R - .9457 
Standard Error of Estimate= .334 
Equation iv: 
CW= -1.83 + .34 Tl 
Multiple R = .9099 
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T,\BLE III -2: REG·RE·ss:1:o·N SUMMARY .2 (CONT.) 
Straight Line Model 
Data: All t = 50 seconds data points (188) 
Dependent Variables: Total wear (TW): Mean = 3.-. ~i-4-
Range = 1 .. s·o - ll. __ ,7·,5: 
Equation i : 
TW = -3.20 + .D8 Tl - 5.25 DTl/DT + .89 T2 
Multiple R = .9·502 
Standard Error of Estimate = •. 3.9::z 
Equation ii : 
T1;-l = -2.37 + :,43 Tl - 6.64 DTl/DT 
Multiple R :~: .9110 
Standard Erro:r of: Estimate = .,51.7· 
Eaua·tion iii : 
TW = -3.22 + .06 Tl+ .90 T2 
Multiple R = . 9487 
Standard Error of Estimate= .396 
Equation iv : 
TW = - 2.38 + .41 Tl 
Multiple R = .9086 
Standard Error of Estima.t·_e: ·;:: • ·522 
,; 
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d:r.o,p·ped. frorr1 f-µrther cons-·1.de'r-ation ''in t:he: pred·ictive 
-e:q·uat·ions f.o'r tool w~·ar .. AsloJ a.11 further work: w-as 
di:tected. a,t -d.eveloping a· p:redictive equation for th.~. 
total tool wear. Total tool wear was retained as the 
dependent variable because it evaluates the entire wear 
status of the cutting tool. 
A: st_epwise regression was performeci ·on: the data 
to determine @which variables were. significant in 
predicting the total to.ol wear. The results are: give.it 
·. 
_1·.:. 
in Tab le IV. The most significant variables w:e.re 
tempe·ratur·es, cutting conditionsJ and the metal removal 
,. 
., 
rate df ·the particular turning operation. The metal 
.·,·. 
removal rate is merely the product of the speed times -tlre~ 
·de:p·th: t.imes t:he feed rate of the cutting operation. 
Becaus:e ·of the significance of the met:al removal rate, 
the data was subdivided into. four blocks of data points: 
1. Cutting operations with metal removal rat-e.s 
:tess than· 3. 5G cubic inch ·per minute. 
2. Cutting operatiol1s with metal removal rates 
less than 4. SO cubic inch/minute but greater than 3. 50 
cubic inch/m.inute. 
3. Cutting operations with metal removal rates less 





TABLE IV: REG:RESS-IQ:N SlJMMARY .. 3· 
Stepwise Regression 
-Data: All 940 data points 
Dependent Variables,: Total Wear :(TW) :· Mean= 3.4G 
Range= 1.36 - 11.75 
Step if Variables Entered. Multiple R Std. Error of Est . 
. 969 1 
2 






























Total independent variables entered: 










,·: :• ·526 
• 526 
.. 
• --: ,;;i,, 
. ·, 
MRR, ·rl, DTl/DT, T2, V, 
-~-.. · .. ·· .... ·-. . 
-.·.·: 
,1.-
.;:,. ·'. ;_ .. 
' - - _· 
', __ ;c,:•,... • 
. l 
-·· ,g:r,ea·ter than 5. 5-0 c:ubic inch/minute. 
Straight lt.rte regres·sion analyses were perfonned: -i_n 
·t:he subdivide.d data. Regress ion sunnnaries are :5ho~vn i.n· 
Tables V -and. VI. With total tool wear as the dependen.t. 
vaiable, there was a poor fit when all the data point$ 
_ 0£ a· subdivision were used in· the regress·ion. Onc.-e 
again, using only those data points with time - 5-.·o: 
seconds resulted in- a better fit, with increased 
multiple correlation coefficient and reduced stand1ard 
errors of estimation. (Table VI). 
It appears certain that reasonable total tool. wear 
·v:e:r-s:us temperature relationship·s can be developed for 
e·ach set of cutting conditions wheri only the time = 50 
seconds data points are used. However, a general 
predictive equation must be able to adequately estimate 
total tool wear throughout the entirE: c-µctif1g time. 
Tr1ert:;rore, no further straight line regression analyses 
were attempted and the research was directed at develop-
ing a new, general predictive equation for total tool 








- - - • • •• ·-., __ , ___ - - __ ,_ .... ,..;e_:. ·:: .• 
REGRESS.ION ·!lill1MARY 4 . . . 
Straight Line Mod~l 
-- Data: P~ll. 100 data points for MR.Rl, MRR2 
C 
Dependent Variables: Total Wear (TW): 
Equation i: 
TW = 1. 89 + -.:0:5 ·Tl 
Multiple R = . 239:4 
Standard Error of Estimate= .476 
" 
Mean = 2. 24 
Range = 1. 36 - 3. 23 
-Data: All 560 data po;ints for MRR3 through MR.RB 
I 
· Dependent Variables: Total Wear (TW): Mean = 3. 02 
Range - 1. 53 - .5·:·.-·'~3-0: 
Ectuation • 1. : 
TW = 1.98 + .. ·lOTl 
Multiple R = .4651 
Standard Error of Estimate= .730 
Data: All 100 data points for MRR9, MRRlO 
Dependent Variables: Total Wear (TW): Mean = 3. 96 
Range= 2~66 - 5.22 
Equation i: 
TW = 3.12 + .07· ·TJ.. I'".: 
Multiple R = . 361'4 
Standard Error of Estimate = . 719 
' - . . . - ·~ 
5.2 
... 
. . :.~ 
.·~ •'. 
-· 
-Tft.BLE V : REG.RE.:S_:_S.-I'CJ-N .. SlJMF1itR_Y: 4- -(C:ON1' .) 
. ~ ' 
Data: PAll 180 data poin:ts, :for MR.Rll, MR.Rl.2 
' 
Dependent Variables: To.,tal Wear (~): . Mean = -4 .. ::9--3 
~ange = '2.:! ·2:·.7· ... 11. :7-.5:: 
Equation i: 
TW = 2~86 +· .16 Tl 
Multip~e R = .4685 






Straight Line Model 
Data: P~ll t=SO se~ond data points for MRRl," MRR2 
Depe_ndent Variables: Totai. Wear . (TW): 
Equation i: 
TW = -5.46 + .76 Tl 
·Multipl-e R = • 9265 
Standard Error of Estimate= .192 
Mean= 2.30 
RangE = 1.46 ~ 3.23 
Data: All t=50 second data points for MRR3 through'MRR8 
Dependent Variables: Total i'lear (TI.J"): 
Equation i: 
TW = - 1.93 + .36 Tl 
Multiple R = .8800 
Standard Error of Estimate= .395 
Mean = 3. 18 
~ ,----· 
Range= 1.73 - 5.30 
Data: All t=50 second data points for MRR9, MRRlO 
Dependent Variables: Total Wear (TW): 
:1 
Equation i: 
TW = - 5.23 + .59 Tl 
Multiple R = .9763 
Standard Error of· Estimate= .170 
54 
Mean = 4.10 
Range·= 1.84 - 5.22 
·. 
T P .. BLE VI: REGRES:·sro~-r :$lJ11MA:RY 5 (CO:N·T •. :): 
Data: /All t-50 second data point·s· .. for Mit:Rll, =MRR:·1:2: 
Depgnden-t Variables: Total Wear (TW): Mean = 5. :29 
. Range-· 2.85 - 11.75 
Equation i: 
TW = - 5.40 + .60 Tl 
M~l~iple R = .8503 
': 
Standard Error of Estimate= .qli · ~ 
... 
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A PREDICTI.VE. ErUATI0:l 
. ' - . . . . . . . ·. . . 
. . 
t~: .st·e._pwi.s·e regressio.rt :wa.s u:se·d to determine r11h-ich 
-ri1c1:9t1inin:.g v·a·r,iab;le,s we·re impor.t·ant· in estimating temper-
ature, th-e_ d·ep:end.ent =v-ar·iable. The results· o.£ t·.fre 
.. 
:s·t·ep.wise regre;ssion: are p.resented tn T·able VII. Al thbugh-
t·he correlation coef:ficie.n.t is not particularly ·h_i:gh-; 
:the stepwisE= regression in.dica.tes the necess·i:ty t·o-
:incorporate machining var·iab-les, _other than merff·i.Y 
:.' 
temperature, in a predictive equati.on for total. too;l_ wear. 
A typical. temperature response curve (FIG~~) :was 
c·o-rtceptualized to consist of two additive res-p·o-nse·s:, a 
' 
-t:h'ermal _response and a tool wear response ·(th·ermal 
. 
~$p$cts). If there were no tool wear at.all, there 
:would st:ill b-e a temperature generated by the metal cutting 
operation. However, the temperature would not vary or 
increase with additional cuts. This unchanging temper-
ature curve is the thermal response portion of t:he 
thermocouple output. 
Theoretically, the value of the thermal response 
curve will approach some maximum value at steady state 
conditions. Normalizing the thermal response curve so 
. 
. 
that the output will be 1. 0 mv at steady state allows 
representation of the ~emperature p·lot qy the following 
.! 
.. 
TABLE v.tr,: :.REGRE.:$$:~[d:N: sUMMP~:RY 11-6 
---...... '·--···· ....... - ... ,.- .. - --- -· .... ' ... -
Stepwise Regression 
Data: ·All 9·4c, data points 
Dependent Variables: Tl 




4 :~ VFD 
5 VD 
·6 . '• ' F 






















Total independent variables entered: TW, V, FD, VFD, VD, 
F, VF, DJ\ 
·• '""I' 
,: - •. 
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·wh.ere NTR equals norma.l_i_z:e .. d thermal response, t :e.qua.'.l·-s 
ti-me: o.f cut in_ S.E;c.on·_d·s, and AJ B, C1and Cz are C:bnstants: 
with A + B equals ·1.0. ·Equation 1 was u:s:ed. as a model 
to approximate the normalized thermal response becaus··e: 
. 
·' 
it was the same general shape as the temperature recotds~ 
A ieast· squares · equation was used to estimate the values· 
o.f the. constants in the normalized thermal response 
equation. The final form of the equation is given below: 
NTR = 1 - .75 exp(-t/4.5) - .25 exp(-t/32) · (eq. 2) 
The unnormalized (actual) value of the thermal 
response curve is obtained by multiplying equation 2 by 
a constant. The appropriate constant is dependent on 
the cutting conditions used .in the turning operation. 
A stepwise • generated the following value of· regression 
the constant. 
.. I<= 
-2. 31 + 82.1 D - 9·:.15· VFD + • 01·53 V + 7301 DF (eq. 3) 
The actual.thermal response curve is the product of 
equation 2 and equation 3. However, the actual thermo-
couple response increases with time due to an tncre_as·e 
in tool wear resulting in a larger tool-chip contact 
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-a·rtd· t:her._rno.·couple r:es·po1Jse ·ba.s bee:n shown earlier. Figures_, 
1··.s_ tbrou:gh 17 show typical t.h·ennocouple outputs for · 
s,ucc.e.ssive cuts with the· $·ame cutting t·ool. The predictive 
€'q:L1-ation developed isolates that portion of thermocouple 
ou:tp-ut attributed t_o :increased tool wear by subtractin.g: 
·-t·be ther1nal response from the actual thermocoupJ.e outp:ut ~ . 
The tool wear response is equal to the following: 
Tvffi. ·= Tl(t) - TR(t) 
where TWR equals tool wear response (mv), T.l{t) equals 
actual thermocouple response at time t, and TR(.t) equal'S· 
thennal response at time t. The value of TWR must be 
converted to t·he corre~ponding tool wear increase. A 
multiplier equal to the ratio of the change in tool wear 
to the change in temperature was used to transform 
temperature inot'eases to tool wear increases.- The ratio 
was found to be a function of time and cutting conditions 
with the general form: 
R = (D1 + Dzt)/t (eq. 5) 
where R equals ratio of change in tool wear to change in 
temperature, n1 and Dz are constants dependent upon 
cutting conditions, and t equals time. 
~ 
Once again a stepwise regression was used to .determiner-
the values of the constants. The resulting ratio equation 
59 
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R- =· (1617 FD - 10.87 D + .548 t)/t _ (_eq. 6) 
-~-he change in tool wear is merely the prod·uct of R 
-a:h=d ··'l'WR _(equation 6 times equation S), or 
DTI~ = R (Tl(t) ·- .TR(t)) (.eq_.: 7) 
,. 
However, the ·total wear curve of a· cutting. tool h.as 
c·e.-rtain characteristics that necessitate correct-ion. 
f.actors in the final predictive equation (Figur.es ·13 .a·n-d 
14)-. Theoretically, the total tool wear increase.s very 
rapidly during the first few seconds of cutting with a_ 
new cutting edge. However, for use in the predictive 
equation, the total wear curves were extrapolated with 
a straight line to obtain an initial total tool wear at 
time equals _0 seconds. The value of the initial tool 
wear is dependent upon cutting conditions. A stepwi~e 
regr.ession generated the following equation for initial 
wear W0 : 
..:, 
W0 = 3.362 - .00396 V - 278.35 F + .372 VF+ 2545 FD 
(eq. 8) · 
The final predictive equation for total tool wear 
became: 
TTW = W + R (Tl(t) - TR (t)) 0 (eq. 9) 
A straight line regression w~S used to evaluate the 





·cbo·s·en .as the dependent variable. Th1~ independent· variab.le 
w-as ·th·e predic_ted values of total tool wear using equation 
9.. The results of the regression are sun1rnarized in Table 
VIII. If a substitution for TTW is made in the re-gres-sio·n., 
.r-~-~ . 
equation, the final equation has the form: 
TW = .34 + .86 (W0 + R (Tl(t) - TR('¢·).) 
or rearranging 
TW - (.34 + .86 W0 ) + .86 R (Tl(t) ~ tR (t)) 
If the_ predictive equation were a ''perfect'' 
estimator of total tool wear, the value of the constants 
in the regression would be O and 1, respectively. 
However, the small variation of the constants from 
these optimum values indicates that a slight error 
is present in the predictive equation. The slight error 
is due to a combination of measurement error and estima-
tion errors. To reduce the measurement errors 
introduced in the equation a second regression was 
performed in which all time equals 2 second data points 
were deleted. The results of the regression are 
surrnnarized in Table IX. Several factors indicate 
that the measurement errors are partly responsible for 
deficiencies in the predictive equation. First, the 
standard error of estimate is reduced when t equals 
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V 
:R:EGRE··ss.ION: S:lJMMARY· 7 
•-.. - . . ,. . . . . .. . .. · ... •·.·. -.. 
Test for Equation:-.: ·:' 
TTW = W0 + R (T.l (t) • TR(t)) 
Data: All 940 data points 
.. 
Dependent Variables: Total Wea·r (Tiv:) ': · Mean = 3. 40 
Range = 1. 36 
Indeoendent Variab le,s.: 
+ 
Equation i: 
TW = . 34 + .. 86 'I'TW 
·· Multiple R = . 888.6 
TTW predicted 
·Standard Error of Estimat·e = . 593 
· · . 65 
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REG-RE'S-S'.I:_QN'. ::sill1MARY 8· 
. . ·-
- . . . .-, ... •.•• .. : . . .. . ·-. 
-T~st for Equation: 
TTW - \~0 + R (Tl(t) - TR(t)) 
Data: All data points except those with t ~ 2 se¢onds-
Dependent Variables; Total Wear (TW):Mean = 3.60 
- Range= 1~40 - 11.75 
Independent Variables: TTW .,predicted 
Equation i: 
TW = . 30 + • 85 TTI~ 
Multiple R = . 9009 
·,"?, 
Standard Error of Estimate = • 562 







.correla·t.ion between :Pr¢dicted and ·actual total too,i wear -.· 
increases when the time equals 2 second data points are 
elimirtated. Third, the values of the\) constants are closer 
to, ·t·h·eir .t·:heoretical optimums when the time equals. 2 
se:c.ono data points are deleted. 
A. comparison of the predictive equation an.~ the· 
., 
.stt~ight.line regression analysis shows the following 
·adva·n.t·ages of the developed predictive equation: 
. . 
. 
1. The predictive equation can accurately estimate 
the total tool wear at all time values. 
2. The predictive equation accounts for variations 
in t~·e machining conditions. 
3. Using regression analyses, predictive equations 
can be developed for each individual set of machining 
conditions. However, they do not have general 
applicability. 
4. It is feasible that an equation similar to the· 
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- co:'lCLUS IONS 
1.. No apparent advantage is attained by .us:[ng trNo 
r_emote t·herinocouples when attempting to predict. wear. 
Because the second thermocouple is located further away 
.. 
from the tool-chip interface, it characteristically has 
. .. 
-
. a lower temperature response curve than the nearest 
' . 
thermocouple. Therefore, the second thermocouple does· 
not increase the correlation between tool wear and 
temperature. 
'· 
2. There is a very poor cor_relation between fla .. n·k 
wear and remote temperatures alone. This is generally<p.ue 
to the characteristics of the temperature response curve. 
3. Straight line regression analyses between 
temperature and total tool wear cannot be used to 
develop a general predictive equation for tool wear. 
4. A predictive equation for total tool wear 
-
estimation has been developed. The equation has time, 
cutting conditions, and remote ·temperature as independent, 
variables. However, the equation has been tested for 
only one tool-work combination. 
5. Elimination of experimental e·rror, espe~ially 
errors in temperatur_e measurement, must be accomplished 






APPENDIX 1 - - PROPERT·IE:S: OF iqo:R·K· MAT:ERI,A'L ; -·. . . . . : . ., . . . ,.. . . .. . . . ·-. . . ' . .. ' . _: . 
-~-
a~ Pt~paration - hot .rolled 
:b. -C·qmpo_sition _ -
C ~ 0.38 - 0.43% 
Mn - 0.60 - 0.80% 
:.f. - 0.04% 
S - 0.04% 
Si - ·o.20 -
Ni - 1.65 -
Cr - 0.70 -
Mo - 0.20 -
e~ Diameter - 6 inches 









e. Hardness Profile 
Distance from Center Brinell Hardness Number 
3'' .....•...•.•...••.•.•..•...•... 165 
2 l/2'' ............................ 161 
2 '' ..... 
1 1/2'' . 
1 r' • • . • • 
1 / 2ir • 
0,, 
• • • • • 
1/ 2 '' . 
l '' ..... 
1 1/21' • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 0 
. • . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . 16 0 
.......................... 161' 
..................•....•.. 161 
..................•..•.... 16 0 
. • • . . • . . . . • .- ......••...... 16 0 
• . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . • • • • • 16 0-
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 16 0 
2 ,, 
• • •••• .........•........•....... 161 
2 1/2'' . 
3 '' ..... 
• . . . . . • . . • • . • . • • . . • . . .. . . . . 161 






APPENDIX 2 -- TOOL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
-a~ Tool deaign~tion: 
Kennametal, SNG - 422 - K21 
:b. Hardness. - 91. 0 Ruckwell ''Au 
• 
c. Density - 12~3 lb/cu. ft. 
d. Transverse Rupture Strength .. - 250 X 106 p·st 
e. Thermal expansion 
- to 4 0 0 o· F • - 2 . 5 6 X 1 o- 6 in . / in . / ° F .•. 
- to 75·0° F.· - 2.97 X 10-6 in .. /in./ 0 .F. 
- to 1200° F. - 3.28 x· 10-6 in./in./°F. 
::f. Thermal conductivity 
- at 212°F. - 25 .. 6 Btu/hr-ft-°F. 
- at 814°F. - 25.4 Btu/hr-ft-°F. 
Compressive strength 670 X 106 • :g. - psi 
:,.,-. 
h. WC Grain • 1 to 8 • size - microns 
i. Composition 




















. A:PJ?:EotWt:x ·3 · -- Ef'Uif>.MEN'I'' 1\ND INSTRUMENT/~TION tlSE-D ::r·N 
THE EXPERIMENT 
i=+ .•. , 20 .HP LeBlonde 16 inch heavy duty lathe 
-b.. Varidyne Speed Control Unit 
U.S. Electrical Motors Inc. 
.c. Jagabi Speed Indicator, Model 9911 
d~ Valenite Model SVBR 16 toolholder 





(3) Recording Potentiometers 
Electronic Continuous Balan·ce Unit - Model 15 
Brown Instrument Division, Minneapolis Honeywell 
Regulator Company 
Optical comparator, Model TC-14 
Jones and Lamson Machine Company 
·n·. · Planimeter 
Mechanical Engineering Department, Lehigh University 
i. Toolmaker's Microscope - Type 33-14-06 
Bausch and Lomb Optical Company 






S_y7rrib.o.Ls and Abbreviations used in Appendix D 
l. 'V. -equal_s speed in surface feet per minute. 
2~ f ¢tjuals feed in inches per revolution. 
·;··· - -. ---
• 
·3=, d equals depth in inches. 
4.= mi·n equals elapsed number of minutes of cutting time. 
, 
5,. · sec equals number of seconds into a particular cut. 
6. Tl equals millivolt output of the thermocouple 
-, n~arest the cutting edge. · 





·nTl/DT equals instantaneous change of Tl in 
millivolts per second. 
T2 · equals mill-ivolt output of the second thermocouple. 
FW equals flank wear in inches X 10-3. The flank 
wear is shown 2t t=50 seconds for simplification. 
CW equals crater wear in inches2 X 10-3. The 





v=;oo SFPM F=.C1G2 IPR D=.04~ IN •. 
MIN. SEC. T1 DT1/DT T2 · FW ,"'"""\ cw 
0 2 3.02 1.46 • 24 .  
0 5 5. it~ .sq 1. 10 
0. 10 7.0R .21 2. 36 
u 20 R.10 • 11 3. 42 .. ., 
O_ 50 g.10 
.02 4. 1.4 1.90 1.3'+ 1 2 3.06 1.55 • 36 
.1 5 5.66 .60 1. 32 
1 1u 7.38 .2~ 2.48 
1 20 8.18 • 0 '3 ~. 58 
1 50 q.26 .02 4.60 2.10 1.42 
2 2 3.36 . 1. 64 • 44 
2 5 5. 96 .61 1.s2 • 
2 10 7.60 .17 2~72 
2 20 8.30 .05 3.80 
2 50 9.48 .01 4.68 3.5 0 1.-.q 
3 2 3.04 1.52 • 76 
3 5 s. go • 55 1.56 
3 10 7. 52 • 20 2.66 
3 20 8. 76 .08 3.80 
3 50 
~- 82 .03 t+. 96 '4.30 1.56 
4 2 3.16 1.; 6 8 • 16 
4 5 5. ?4 • 56 1. 0 0 
4 10 7. 0 0 .1q 2.12 · 
4 20 8.14 .07 3. 30 
4 50 9. 24 .01 4.56 
5 2 3. 36 1.79 • 20 
s 5 5.5E .56 1. 0 0 
5 10 6.12 .1R 2. 20 
5 20 8.66 .oq 3.64 
5 50 g. 8 o. 
.02 4.86 6.20 1.10 
6 ·2 3.<36 1.74 .46 
6 5 6.10 .60 1. 30 
6 10 1.10 • 21 2.40 
6 20 8. 86 .08 3.46 
fr- 50 9.98 .G2 4. 76 
7 2 3. 2 Q· 1.75 • 64 
1 5 6.24 .63 1.42 
·7 10 7. g 0 
.22 2.56 
7 20 9. 10 .09 3.76 
7 50 1o.20 .04 4. 90 7.30 1.77 8 2 2.64 1.90 • 26 
8 5 6.12 • 67 1. 20 · 
8 10 8. 0 t; • 20 2. 50 
6 20 <3.16 .06 3.68 
8 SC 1 a. 16 .02 4. 90 
.. ...__ 
., 
~ . · .. 
. 9: 2 3.56 1.76 .58 g: 5 6.50 .6'3 1. 50 q, 10 8.20 • 22 2.74 9 ·, 20 9.30 .06 3. <30 
. 9"' 50 10. 36 .02 5.10 7.90 1.87 
,,;~, 
• ·1 
V=f+OO SFPM F=.C102 IPR D=.060 IN. 
MIN. src. Ti OT1/DT T2 FW cw 
.' 0. 2 3. 2 0 1. 6~. • 24 ,\ 
'· 0 5 6.10 .54 1. 1 ') 
0 10 7.76 .?O 2.36 
0 20 8. q 0 .-0 8 3.64 
0 50 10.14 .04 s. J a 1. 4 0 1.q2 
1 :2· 4.10 1.72 .50 
l .. 5 6. 7 0 .56 1.46 
. ' 
·i 1.0-; 8. 2 Zf .21 2.68 
1 20:· 9.42 .. C7 · 4. o a 
.1. 5·0· 10. 6 0 • 0·4 '5.30 2.20 1.q7 . . 
·2, .. 2 3.60 1. 71 • 22 
··~·-
·5. 6.34 s~ 1.10 . • '.I 
2 1-n 7.88 .20 2.34 
.. 
2. ·2:c <3.12 .07 3.6~ 
2 '5 o; 10.24 • Q 2 ' 5.00 2.90 2.oi. 
3 :2. 3.96 1.73 .60 
3 ·5: 6.70 .58 1.48 
3 1..0: 8. 3 0 .1 g 2.74 
3 2:0 9. 4 8 .08 4.0R 
3 50 10.56 .02 5.38 3.50 2.10 
4 2 3.00 1.R4 .24 
4 5 6. 4 0 .62 1.12 
ft. 1C 8. rJ 0 .20 2.40 
'Z+ 20 q.26 • 07 3.80 
4 s ·o 10.36 • 0 2 5.18 
5 2· 3.64 1. 78 .70 
5 ·5,: 6.70 .60 1.74 
5 :10 8. 3 0 .19 2.82 
5 .2-.0 g. 56 .OR 4.16 
5 :s·o 10. 7 0 .02 5.50. 5.oo 2.29 
6 ·2 .f+. 0 0 1.90 .38 
6 5 6. g 0 
.58 1.28 
6: 10 8. '3 2 • 20 2.56 
6- 20 C). 7 0 •. o 8 3.92 
6 50 10.74 .03 s. 30 
7 2 3. 8 0 1. 77 • 60 
l 7 5 6. 8 0 .58 1. 48 
7 ·i.o: 8.50 .20 2.78 
7 20 q.72 
.OB 4.10 
1 50 1o .• 88 .04 5.54 5.75 2.54 
8 2 3.20 1.12 .24 
8 5 6.88 .57 1. 20 
8 10 s. s a .16 2.52 
8 20 <3.70 .08 3.90 
8 50 10.90 • C 2 5.38 
9 2 4.20 1.91 • 82 
' q 5 7.24 .54 1.72 








\ V=600 SFPM F=.C102 IPR 0=.050 IN. ; 
' 
., MI ~J. SEC. T1 DT1/DT T2 FW cw :1 
.. 0 2 3.60 1. 65 • 0 fl ' '.i 
0 5 6.70 • R 0 • ~6 
0 10 <3.10 • ~2 2. 0 f\ 
:o 2 () 10.R6 .12 3.38 
··o .. 50 12.28 .03 4. 68 2.60 1.78 
l 2 3.98 1.1q • 70 .. 
1 5 7.90 • 6q 1. 14 
1 10 q.ga .23 2.46 
1 20 11.10 • ag 3. 82 
1 50 12.6~ .G2 ~.24 4.05 1.q5 
2 2 4.80 1.RO • 8 0 ,. 
2 s 8.16 .6g 1. 60 • 
. 2: 10 10.14 • 26 2.R6 
·2: 2C 11.62 • 11 4.28 
.2 50 13.00 .05 5.64 5.10 2.26 
3 2 5.38 2.13 • ~R 
3 5 8.40 • 69 1. ~8 
3 10 11.26 .24 3. 30 p 3 20 12. 7 8 .11 4. ·R2 
.3 50 14 .. 32 .04 6.30 6.30 2.4-0 
4 2 4.3A 1.97 • 28 
f+ 5 8.32 .70 1. 16 
4 10 10.4E • 25 2. 60 
4 20 12.10 .12 4.26 
4 50 13.BE • 05 5. 92 
5 2 5.04 2. 26 • 90 
·. ·:· 
~; 
' 5 5 g_ 26 · 
.. 81 1. 88 ; 
. 
;., 
" 5 10 11.46 .30 3.3~ ; 
"· 
'.1 
·5 20 13.12 .12 4.<32 1 
ii 5 so 14.72 • 04 6. 58 8. 3'5 2.81 ~\ t f 6 2 6.00 2.54 • qo 
6 5 10. 1 lt .85 1.90 . ! ... 
6 10 12.30 .30 3. so 
,·; 
'6 20 15.9ff .13 5. 14 ~ ~ 6 50 15.46 • 05 6.84 I f. i 
' 7 2 5.60 
.98 ~ 2. 38 . ~j 
•. 7 5 10.20 .94 1.98 ;. f 
1 7 10 12.78 • 32 3.66 { 
7 2 (J 14.3E .12 '3.42 
7 SC 1S.<32 .os 7.12 10.25 3.09 
8 2 5.20 2. 72 .70 
a 5 10.82 .85 1. BR 
8 10 13.38 .30 3.64 
8 20 15.02 .13 5.44 
8 50 16.62 .06 7. 28 
9 2 6.40 2.34 1. 06 
9 5 10.80 •. <34 2. 20 q· 
' ' 10 13.52 • 32. 3. 92 
9' 2C 15.28 .14 5. 80 
9. 50 17.00 .06 7.62 12.80 3.67 
75 · 
. --- ----------------·-·-------~----- .. --------=.--,--..---.-- -------
V=480 SFPM · F=.Q12~ IPR D=.050 IN. 
HIN. ~re. Ti o·r11nr T2 FW cw 
a 2 3.20 1.54 • "30 . .. 
0 ~ 6.40 .5g 1.10 
0 10 8.26 .23 2. 12 
0 20 q.86 .08 ~.60 
0 50 10.~o .02 5.00 • 1.80 1.82 
1 2 3.76 1.54 • 46 
1 5 6.~o • 66 1. 30 
1 1 .. 0 R.66 .24 2.s2 
1 20 q.q4 .08 3.~4 
. I 
1 50 11.30 .02 5.20 a.so 1 -3 l+ 
',',, 
.· 
·2 2 3.60 1.87 • 84 
2 .5 7.?0 • n8 1.74 . 
:2 10 g.10 .22 
., 
2. go 
2 20 10.44 .OR 4. 20 
2 50 11.70 .G4 5.60 3.20 2· ... ~7 
3 2 4.00 1.88 • 4 0 
3 s 7.26 .70 1. 32 
3 10 9.30 .24 2.36 
3 20 10.60 .09 3. qo 
3 5C· 11.8E .G3 5.38 3. CJ 0 2· ·2,0 
4 .2:. 3.40 1.99 • 28 
4 5 1.i.o ''"" .. 67 1. 20 
4 t:O q.40 .24 2. 52 
l+ 20 10.70 .08 3.g4 
4 5·:0· 12.04 .03 5.52 
5 2· 4.20 1.g6 • 6~ 
5 5 7.88 .11 1.4~ 
5. 10 q.84 .26 2. g6 
5 20 11.20 .10 4.40 
5 50 12. 6 C • (J 4 5. 90 5.65 2 33 
.6 2. ;4. ·4 0 1.qa 
.40 
. 6 5 R.06 .12 1.44 
. p: 10 10.00 .23 2.86 
6.' 20 
• .. • 
11.26 .08 4. 3 0 
··6 50 12.56 .03 5.80 
7· 2 4. 2 0 _ 2.20 • go 
7 5 8.20 .82 1.q2 
7 10· 10.~6 .26 3.30 ; 
7 20 11.84 .Gq 4.76 
7 50- 13.16 .03 6.28 6.'35 2-50 
8 ·2 4.16 2.29 • 46 
8 5 8.6E .?q 1. 40 ( 
8 10 10.go 
.26 2.g6 
6 20 12.20 .08 '4. 6 0 
8 5C 13. 5 2 .04 6.30 q 2 4.20 2.04 • ~4 
g 5 8. 7 0 .80 1.84 
t 9 1·:o 10.96 .?8 3.44 g 
. 20 12.54 • (j·8 5.06 
9 50 13. 96 · .02 6.70 7.15 ,. 94 
' 
'76 





·-f 1· I 
,1 
V=530 SFPM F=.0133 IPR O=.Olt5 IN. I 
·---~ 
I 





6. 0 0 • '5 ~ 1. 00 l 0 ' l 
' 
-
0 10 7.70 .?O 2. 26 I i 
' l 0 2C a.go • G fl 3. 64 '/ .~ •f .. , 
1 ! 0 50 10.1~ ~02 5.06 2.70 1.76 j J l " ·. '" 
·1 2 3. '• 0 1. 76 • 60 I •· ~ 1 5 6. n 2 .58 1. 40 l ·, ~ 
' 
., 1 10 8.30 .20 2. 66 11 :§ 
,, q.so 4. 0 0 ',f 1 20 • 09 s 
' '1 1 50 10.70 .04 c.;. 42 3.l+? 1.q8 i ' 1.t 
\ 2 2 "3.70 1.R3 • 44 i~ 1 2 5 7.10 • 58 1. 36 • , . 'j " 11 1 (,: 2 10 8.7~ • 2 0 2. 70 ;1 ] 
,,. 
·4. 08 :, 2 20 9.90 .09 ~~ ,, 
'.l 
'i 2 50 11.3$\ .04 s. 62 Z..18 2.1q ,, 1 ,, 
;J 3 2 4.36 1.g1 • 66 iJ 
'1 ~ 3 5 7.40 .58 1. 6 0 ~ ! 3 1 fj <3.12 .21 3. 00 ~ i. 
' ~
,\ 3 20 10.38 .08 4. 40 ~ ,l 
;t 
s 3 so 11. 8 8 .04 5. go 4.90 2.39 ~ i~ i 
2 3.80 2.16 • 40 ~ 4 s ,• 1 ·\, 4 .5 7.64 .62 1.46 ~ 5 ; 
~ 10 q.40 • 22 2. 88 g 4 ,, A ,, 
' 4 20 10.76 .og 4. 44 " ~ ,, 
4 ~c 12.16 .02 6. 08 j 
' 
5 4.00 2.25 • 90 J 2 ,, 
' !I 
8. f 0 ti 5 '5 • 65 1. 92 f ,. 
:.: 5 10 1 a. o a .24 3. 50 \ 
5 20 11.50 • 10 5.10 
5 50 12.90 .C4 6.72 6.10 2.61 
,, 
> 6 '2 4.6C 2.os .10 r 
' }· 6 5 8.00 .72 1. 12 f 
6 1C 9.92 • 22 2. 76 I 
I .6 20 11.16 .08 4.48 l ! 
l 6 50 12.30 .01 6. 28 I. 
t 7 2 4.18 1.qa • f3 0 
i ·, 
~ 7 5 ·B. o a .71 1. R4 j ,, 
l ~ 7 10 10. 0 0 • 2'5 3. 48 i 7 20 11.44 .og 5. 14 ! ~ 7 50 12.86 .04 6. qo 7.30 2.89 j i .., ! 
., 8 2 4. ·4 0 
-2.08 • 60 >.\ 
' ! j a· 5 ~.20 .68 1. 92 l ' I 8 10 1o.20 .24 3. ·40 I 
r 8 20 11.70 .08 5. 08 I 
i ' 
l 8 50 12. 08 .04 6. 92 
i" 
i 
! 9 2 4.60 1.94 • 80 . ; ; 
9 5 8.50 .67 1. 04 g 10 10.66 .31 3.70 
9 2,0 12.20 .11 5.46 
-- g 50 13.6ff .04 7. 00 8.80, 3.l+6 
77 
,. 














































































































































13. 0 8 
·14. S 0 
5.00 
9~60 
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SFP~ F=.C132 I?R 
T1 DT1/0T 
2. 6 0 1.~3 







2. 6 0 2.00 












7.96 • 77 
1 O. 0 E • 26 





j1. 7 8 
.13 
13.28 • Q:lj. 
4.60 2.05 






9.36 • gg 
11.RO .33 
13.32 







15.00 • 04 
4.RO 2~5q 




5-. 6 0 2.44 
10.00 .q3 




• . ..,_..,.._  _, _________ . __ ---------·- ·----··--·~--- - . - ---- . ·- ··- -- -· -- - ·--· ---- - -- - -- ---------------- ----·----·---- ------------- ------~---·-~-
D=. 0 45 IN. 





4. '52 2.10 1.6'3 ,· 
• 30 




4. 94 3.30 2.0L+ 
• 56 
1. 50 • 
2. RO .. 
4. 20 ~ 
5. 60 4.35 2.1q 


































7. r;2 10.82 · 3.36 
V=5~0 SFPM .. F=.r1~2 IPR O=. 0 45 IN. MIN. SfC. Ti DT1/tT T2 FW .C:W 
0 2 2. 2 ~ 1. R '3 • 0 8 
0 5 6.3~ .BR • 88 
a 10 8.88 • 32 2. 26 
·o 20 10.5?. .10 3. 74 
:o 50 11. 7 2 .03 '5. 10 2. 30·: 1.57 
1 2 3. 0 0 1.83 .50 
1 5 6.AC .74 1. 38 
1 10 g.32 • 2<3 2.76 
1 · 2 0 1 o. g 0 .10 4.12 
1 5 O~, 12 .10 .04 5. 48 3.18 1.q3 
2 2 4.22 1.R9 • 5 F\ 
2 5 7.62 .86 1. 46 . 
:2, 10 1 a. 12 .2A 2.84 
·2·· . ·, ,~_:O: 11.66 .08 4. 26 
. 2· 50: 12.qo .02 5.72 3. 88" 2.08 
3 2 4. 0 fJ 2 .1 0 • 64 
3 5 8. 6 C .98 1. 60 
3 10 11.22 .25 3. 10 
3 2C. 12.66 .08 4. 52 I. 
'i 3 50 13. 76 '"'4 • u 6. 08 . 1 ·- t+. ~o 2.26 4 2 4.80 2.23 • 76 
4 5 B. 6 a .~9 1.62 
4 10 11. 2 a .?q 3.12 
4 20 ~ ...... 12. 6 2 .10 4.58 
4 50 13.<32 .04 6. 10 
? 2 4.62 2.35 • 86 
5 5 9.04 .93 1.82 
5 10 11. 6 E .30 "3. 28 
5 20 13.28 .10· 4. 78 
5 50 14.7C .C6 6.32 6.50 2.43 6.-. 2 4. Z+ 0 2. l+3 • 70 
f,· 5 
. 
9. 3 8 .go 1. 80 
6 10 12.00 .30 · 3. 38 
6 20 - 13. 6 2 .12 5. 0 0 
6 5C "14.~6 .02 6. 60 
7 2 4.80 2.47 1. 26 
7 ·5 10.00 .qo 2. 32 
7 1C 12. 6 G .32 3. 88 
7 20 14.12 .10 5. 48 
7 50 15 .52 .• 04 7.08 7. 86 2.12 . 8· 2 5.32 ·2. h5 • 90 
8 5 10 .6 0 .89 2.06 a: 10 13. 0 8 .20 3.62 
8 
., 
20 14.42 .10 5. 24 ,,\ 
8 50 15.90 .04 6~ 88 
9 2 4. 8 C 2.66 1. 06 ., q 
. 5 1D. 4 0 1.08 2. 0 S3 
9 10 13.l+E. 
.30 3'. 80 
:9 20 1'5.0E .12 5.52 g 50 16.44 .04 · 7. 22 10. 20 2.92 
. .. 
80-
V=600 SFPM F=. C 08c; IP,R n=.067 IN. 
MIN. SfC. Ti DT1/DT T2 FW .c.~ ,_..s 
a 2 3.38 1.84 • 50 • 
0 5 7.30 .86 1. 28 
0 10 1C.00 .33 2.70 
Q 20 11. 74 .12 4.22 
0: so 11.15 .03 5.S8 1.q5 1.98 
.. 1 
. . -r 2 4.?4 2. 20 · • 70 
1., 5 8. 4 0 .88 1. 52 
1 10 11. 0 8 .31 3.04 
'-· 
20 12. 6 8 .12 4.46 
:f, 50 14. 0 8 .c4 5.82 3.80 2.1q 
2 2 s. 4 0 1.96 • RB· 
2 5 G.04 .R3 1.50 . 
2 10 11. 4 0 • ?6 2.g5 
2 20 ~2.86 .11 4.46 
2 50 14 .. 0 ~ • C02 6. 0 0 5.20 2.51 
3 2 5.22 2.36 .68 
3 r; <3. 2 8 .e4 1. 52 
3 10 11. s a .28 3. 0 r\ 
3 20 13.12 1 ~-. ..., 4.74 
3 5 (l 14.62 .04 6.42 6.25 2.10 
'+ ' 2 5.60 2.29 •· ~4 
r. ~ g.qo 
.B3 1.7~ 
4 10 12. 24 .28 3. 26 
4 20 1::. 1 a .10 4.74 
4 so 1.5.12 .06 6.36 
5 2 5.50 2.~o .G2 
5 5 <3.60 .97 1.R6 
5 10 12. 5 0 • 3..2 3.30 
5 20 14.ii. .13 4.92 
5.· 50 1s.60 • 04 6. si. 7.70 . 3.15 .• 
€> 2· 4.20 2.73 .26 
. . 
'6 5 . 9.82 .g1 1.16 
6 '. 10 12. 52 .29 2.82 
6. 20 1'l+.22 .11 4.52 
6 50 15. 82 .04 ·6. 38 .. 
7 2 6.00 2.62 .q2 
.. 7· 5 10. 46 .92 1.92 
1 1'C 1~.40 .30 3.52 
'~7- 20 1'5.00 .12 5.16 
7 50 16. l+lt .04 6.~2 9.75 3.28 
.·s 
·2 6.0C 2.82 .92 
a.· 5 11. 32 .q7 2.02 
8 10 13. 9E .32 3.74 
'B 20 15.54 .10 5.52 
~ 8 50 17. 08 • 0 !+ 7.36 g 2 6.6G 2.60 1.42 
:9 •. 5 11.. q6 1.03 2.60 
:9 10 14. 62 • 32 4.31 q 20 16.22 .13 6.08 
• g 















l V=~OO SFPH F=. 0 lt•7 IPR D=. 0 40 IN. 1 
t 
:i MIN. SEC. .T1 DT11DT T2 FW cw [ ~ I 2 2.~o 1.75 .14 . I, ? 0 ·, ~ 
" r, a 5 5. 7 0 • '55 • g5 t 
it 
\' 0. 10 7. 2 8 .1q 2.08\ ,, ~ i, 3.30 ,;j .0 :2:n 8. S 1.t .08 ,;I 
' ~ ) ti :5:0_ 1 o. 2 a .02 4.76 '"r-2.70 1.63 JJ ij 
:{ f 2 3. 5 0 1. R8. • 50 1 
' ·\ 1.40 ; 1 5 6. 64 .6q :; \ ;;; 
.;., 1 1G R. 3 E .24 2.66 -~ 
·1 20 q. 7 0 .10 3.96 
1 50 ·11.21.t .C4 5. 40 4.10 1. 81 
.. :z 2 3. ·ft 4 2.01 • 24 -:-
:,2· 5 6.72 .73 1.24 • .'•-' 
2 10 8.66 .22 2.sa 
2 20 10. 0 ~ .10 ' 4. 04 
2 50 11. 7 0 .03 5.58 5.40 2. a o 
3 2 3. 8 0 · 2~ 24 • 54 
3 5 7. 8 0 .79 1.s2 
3 10 G. 74 .25 3. 00 
3 20 11.16 .10 t+.54 
3 50 12. 6 0 • 0 ·7+ 6.10 6.80 2.1g 
4 2 3. 7 ~ 2. ~4 .14 
4 5 8. 3 2 .78 1.22 CJ 
4 10 10.~o .20 2. 80 ·:., 
4 20 11. 6 Q .09 4.~6 
4 50 12. 9 2 .os 6. 0 0 
5 2 4.q6 2.46 • 76 
5 5 A. 5 0 .90 1. 90 
5 10 10.66 .23 3.50 
s 20 12.ilt .12 5.10 
5 -·· 50 1~.66 .04 6.72 8.60 2.<38 
6 2 4. 6 0 3.06 • 26 
.6 5 9. 6 0 .8 g 1. 40 
6· 10 11.44 .23 3.24 
6 ,, 20 12. ~ 6 .10 4. 84 
:6 50 14.34 .02 6. 60 
:.1 2 5. 41) 2.12. • 62 
7 5 G. 7 C 1.00 1. 88 
7 10 11. g a 
.26 3.60 
7 20 13.24 .12 5.32 
7 50 14.~6 • 0,4 7.10 11. 00 3.38 
8 2 5. 4 C 3. 23 • 26 
8: 
' 5 .10.81' .91 1.50 
:8 . 1:0: 12.go .23 3.40 . r~ . 
'8 :·2:0 14.08 • 0<3 5. 24 
8 .. : :-~·o. 1s. 3 a • 0.3 1.20 1J , . g 2 5.~4 2.82 • 70 0 
g 5 10.50 1.00 2.06 q 10 13.06 .32 3. <32 
9 2C 1l+. 514 .10 5. 7~: 







- -· - --·-- ----·-----------
V=60 0 SF"PM F=.0147 IPR D=. 0 4 0 IN. MIN. SEC. T1 OT1/0T T2 FW C·W. 
0 2 4.64 1.BR • 70 •:, 'I 
0 5 7.44 .. 7S • • 1. 54 
0 10 9. 7 2 .28 2. 66 
··a . . 2C 11.oe 1.10 4.08 
. ·o 50 12. 6 C • (i 4. 5. 44 2.30 1.Gq 1 2 4.22 1.94 • 50 
1 5 7.42 .~2 1.46 
1 10 I'...:..-;,. q.78 
.30 2.AO 
.. 
1 20 11. '32 .10 4. 18 
1 50 12. 7 2 .04 5.62 3. 20 · 2.00 .,.,. 2 2 5. 26 2. 2 L+ • 70 
2 5 ~.98 
-~8 1. 64 
·~ 
• 
' 2 10 11.44 .26 3.~6 ·:~ 
2 20 13.12 .11 4. 62 
2 50 14. 7 2 .04 6. 26 4 .. 34 2.26 3 2 4.3~ 2.22 • 70 
3 5 q. a o .g2 1. 70 
3 10 11.76 .32 3. 28 .. 
3 20 13.4E .11 4.96 
3 5D 14.gE 
.G3 6.62 5.52 2.56 4 2 5.04 2.77 • 88 
4 5 1 o. 0 ~ 1.06 1. go 
4 10 12.80 .35 3.60 
·4 20 14. 6 0 .11 5. 30 
.4 50 15. 9 8 .03 6. 90 
5 2 5.12 2. 57 1.08 
5 5 10. 6 0 1.04 2. 20 
5 10 11. R 0 .4 a 3. 90 
5 20 1 c;. 7 0 
.11 5. fl2 
5 50 17. 2 8 .04 7. 30 1.go 3.07 :6 2 5.38 3.02 • 70 
.. 6 5 11.06 1.03 1. 86 
·G 10 · 114.00 .34 3. 60 
:·6, 20 15.88 .13 5.3R 
6 50 17. 4 0 .04 7.16 
·7 2 5. 5 ~ 2.qq • 62 • 
·7 5 11.4() 1.1 C 1.78 
7 ··: 10 14.22 .31 3.60 
.· . '7 20 16 .. 16 .10 5.50 
7 50. 17.80 .06 7.42 10.40 3.36 8 2 .. 6. 6 0 2.91 • 66 8" 5 12 .. 54 .87 1. 72 
_:8 10 14.90 .10 3. 74 
8 20 16. 8 E .14 5. 80 \. 
8 .. 50· 18.50 • a 2 7.82 -
9 2 6. 62 3.36 • 90 9: 5 12.56 1.10 2.12 
·g . 10 15.4€ .31 4.10 9 20 .17.18 
.10 . 6.12 q 50 18.92 .02 8.32 14.66 lt.34 
.·83 . 
• . 
.... : ;~-., 
". . 
v·=oo o SFPM F=. 01·47 
MIN. SFC. T1 OTi/OT 
0 2 3.13 1. n 2 
0 5 6.14 • 72 
0 10 8.17 .~1 
0 2.0·: g.qo .14 
O' · s·a' 11. 65 • L' 5 
1 ·2· 4.10 1. 8 0 
l -~) 7.5C .80 
1 1,0: q. 5 6 ;31 
1 20: 11.oe .10 
1 ·5 .. 0, 12.75 .04 
2 :2' 1.~~ 1. ~4 
2 5 .. 7.48 .RR 
2 10 10.14 .34 
.2: 2C 11. 8 4 .14 
2· 5 (; 1~.72 .as 
3 2 4.98 2.26 
3 5 g. 1. 0 • 13 6 
3 10 11.2~ .31 
3 20 12.q2 .12 
3 50 14.62 • 0 ·4 
4 2 4.54 2. 51 
~ 5 <3.28 1. Cg 
4 10 12.04 .36 
4 20 13.80. .13 
4 50 15. 3 8 • 04 
5 2 4.94 2.66 
5 5 q.g8 1.12 
5 10 12. g 2 .• 33 
5 20 14.52 .• 15 
5 50 16.04· • 04 











. 5. 64 4.40 
• n9 
1. 54 • 
2. 91\ 
4.62 







































































V=60 0 \ SFP~ F=.C147 TPR D=.04a IN. 
MIN. SEC. Ti DT1/DT T2 FW ' " cw. 
0 . 2 2.6 2 1.40 • ~4 
0 5 s. ~ a .no 1. 10 
0 10 7.~6 .2q 2.46 
0 .2 .. 0 g. '5 0 .1 3 3. r\ ~ 
0 .~rO_: 11.38 .07 5. 46 2.65 1.1q 
1 2 3. 5 0 1.R2 • 50 
1 5 6. 7 8 .77 1. 42 
1 10 q.1 0 .30 2. 8~ 
1 20 10.~o .14 4-. l+ 0 
1 50 12. ~ 8 • 0 E, 6.1~ 3.78 2.r+2 
2 2 4.00 2.08 • 6n 
2 5 R. 5 6 .82 1.70 . 
2 10 10. R 0 .30 3.28 
2 20 12.54 .14 4. go 
2 50 14. 4 0 .C6 6.70 -5.34 2.73 
3 2 4. 6 0 2.14 • R2 
3 '5 q .. !) 0 .go 1.86 
3 10 11. 6 2 .38 3.50 
3 20 13. 5 2 .13 5.38 
3 5-0 15.28 .os 7. 08 6. 85 3.02 
4 ·2 4. 8 C , 2. 2 8 • 70 
\ 5 g. 8 0 1.02 1.7~ ·,~ 
l+ 10 12.52 .32 3. 52 
4 20 14. 4 0 .15 5. ·40 "' .. 
4- 50 16.08 .06 7.28 
5 2· 4. 5 0 2.48 1.16 
5 5 g. 64 1.10 2. 26 
5 10 13.06 • 38 4.10 
5 20 15.16 .14- s.qo 









. .··- ' . .. . . 
. -
\ 
V='>OO ~F--PM i:-:. C 12 0 IPR D=. ~6~ I ~J • 
-MIN. SEC. T1 ' OT1/0T T2 FW cw 
0 2 3.70 1.7~ • 20 ·• 
0 Cj 7.6C .7g 1. 00 
a 10 10.02 .2R 2. 30 
. . 
0 20 11.50 .10 3. 72 
0 50 12.74 .03 5.0~ 2. as· 2._16 
1 .2-· 4.4E 1.97 • 42 .... 
1 5 8.40 .82 · 1. 12 
.. 
1 10 10.6E ., ~ • ,.,., J 2. r+O 
1 2-D 12.05 .10 "3. R 0 
1 5. 0 13.5E • 04 '5. 30 3.05 2. i.2 
··2: '• 2 '5. 7 2 2.00 • 88 
·2 5 q.60 .85 1. 70 • .. ·· ... 
2.- 1 t) 11.66 .2q 3.no 
2 .. 20 1 3 •. 1 0 .12 4.42 
'· 
2 50 :14. 5 6 • o·6 5. g2 3.8'5 2.65 
3 2 5 • f+ 0 2.48 1. 0 0 
3 5 9.78 .90 1. Ro 
3 10 12.22 .26 3. 2 f3 
·3 20 13.64 .12 4. 72 
3 50 15.ifl .05 6. 30 4.gs 2.87 
4 2 5.40 2.2A 1. 1·!+ 
l+ 5 10.20 .8<3 2. 10 
4 ·10 12.72 .30 3. S2 
4 20 14.2~ .12 5.02 
4 50 15.48 .06 n. 4A 
5 2 6.00 2.52 1. 30 
5 5 10.62 • q f.t 2. 20 5, 10 11.14 .31 3. an 
·:?· 20 14.70 .14 5.50 
5 50 16.04 .06 7.08 6.55 3.23 6. 2 6. 0 0 2.52 1. 20 
6 5 11.10 .g2 ·2. 36' 
·o·. 10 13. 72 .35 4. 10 
6· 20 . · 15.40 .13 5. 88 
6 50 ·16.82 .cs 7. 44 
7 2 6.00 2.60 1. 28 
7 . 5· 11. 18 1.10 2. 38 
7 10 14.24 .35 4. 30 
. ' 7 20 15. q Q 
.13 6.0R 
7 50 17.24 .06 7 • . 66 8.25 3.57 
. 
8 2 6.38 2.an • 80 
8 5 11.20 .<36 1. ~4 
8' 10 13.86 .31 3. 70 
8 .. - 20 15.54 .13 5. 58 
8 50 17.04 .C5 ·71. 40 g 2 6.80 2.86 1. '58 .,.. g 















V=500 ~FPM F=.0102 IP~ O=. 0 f\ 0 IN. 
MI ~J .. ~EC. 11 OT1/!:T T2 FW cw j i 
I 0 2 3.20 2.r:'6 • 26 I 0 5 7.54 .86 1.12 ! t 
' 
' r l 0 10 10.20 .. 2<3 2. so . i \ 
0 20 11.R8 .11 4.08 
0 50 1"3.44 • C4 5. 5R . 2.65 2.57 
1 :2 3.ga 2. 0'4 • 52 
1 5 R. f+-2 •. 7 ~ 1. 40 
-· ·, 
1 10 10.86 .26 2. P.2 
1 20 12.34 .1? 4. 36 
1 50 13.78 .04 5. CJ2 3.·55 2.11+ 
:2· 2 -- 4.60 2.41 • g3 
2-· •. 5 q.50 1.GO 1. 80 
2 10 12.10 .30 3. 30 
··2 ~ 20 13.64 .12 4. 80 
.Ir 2 50 15.12 .04 6 .. 40 4. 35 2.98 
3 2 5.70 ·2.42 1. 04 
3 5 10.12 .88 1.92 
3 10 12.S8 .27 3.46 
3 20 14.22 .16 5. 20 
3 50 ·15.?2 .04 6.q2 5.15 .3.21 
'+ 2 6.0R 2.40 1. 12 
'l+ 5 10.40 .86 2.16 
4 10 12.84 .28 3. 70 
4- 20 1:t+.38 .12 5. 26 
4 50 1S.74 .04 6. 86 
'.: 
5 2 5.'58 2 •. 40 1. 10 
5 5 10.40 .<33 2. 12 
5 1·0 12.q2 .30 3. 72 
5 20 14.SfJ .12 5. "32 
5 50 15.80 .03 6. gz. 6.55 3.56 
:6: 2 1.00 2.21 1. 20 
6 5 1 o. 8tt .87 2.12 
6 1·0 13. 1~ q • 30 3. 82 
6 20 15.06· .12 ·5. 54 
6 so 16.28 .02 7 .18 · 
7 2 5.40 2.28 1. 04 
.7 -5 10.60 1.01 2. 10 
' ' 7 1,0 13.50 .32 3. 88 
7 20 15.2E .12 5. 68 
7 50 16.76 .03 7. 38 e. 2-s J.q1 
•, :8: 2 6.98 2.60 1. 10 
·6 5 11.40 .92 2. 28 
8 10 1'4.20 
-~2 4. 10 
8 20 1s.q2 .13 5. G2 
50 ........ 8 17.32 .04 7 •. 70 g 2 ·6.7R ?.81 1. 52 
9 5 12.on 1.00 2. 52 
9 10 14.60 .32 4. 38 q 20 16.22 .10 . 6. 24 
'/ ' -· ' 
-
. 
- ..,_ '" 
q 50 17.70 ,. • 03 8. Oft q.30 ... 20 •, ' 
.•. 
V='ttOO, SFPt-' F=.0152 TPP G=.C7S TN. 
MIN. SEC. Ti DT1/DT T2 FW cw 
0 2 4. 2 0 2.13 .40 
' G 5 8. 5 8 .83 1. 42 
0 1.0 11.08 .2q ?. qo 
.o :20: 12. 5 2 .12 4. 3~ 
0 ·50 14.00 .C6 5. 82 1.85 2.73 
:t 2 4.~c 2.26 • i+ a . 
1 5: q. 1,, 
.84 1. 3R 
.1- 1 fl 11. 4 0 .27 2. 8?. 
1 :2·0, 12.g2 
.11 4. 32 
1 50 14.12 .04 s.qo. 2.~ 2.<37 z. 2 4. 6 C 2. 4 'J .76. 
2 5 q. fJ 0 .R2 1.60 
-2 10 11.8E .32 3.04 
:_2·: 20 13. 3 6 .10 4.56 
2 50 14. 7 f3 • 04 6.16 2.qo 3.22 
3 2 5. 0 0 ?.36 • go 
3 5: 10. 10 .89 1. 86 
3 10· 12.70 • 31 '· 3. 2~ 
3 20 14. 2 4 .12 4. 80 
3 50 15.64 .05 f;. 32 3.50 3.37 
4 2 5. 8 C 2.48 .78 
4 5 10. 5 8 .q2 1.76 
4 10 13. 0 Q .31 3.28 
4 20 14. 5 2 .12 4.82 
z. so. 15. g 0 
.~5 6.40 
5 2 5. o a 2.83 1. 32 
5 5 1o.60 1.00 2.24 
5 ·10 13. s a .32 3. 72 
5 -20 15.12 .12 5. 28 
5 5·0 16. 5 0 .05 6.84 · 4. 8 0 · 3.80 
i 6 2 6. 4 0 2.RO .76 .i I 
I 6 5 11.20. 
.<31 1.80 I ' ' 
' l 6 10 13. 6 8 .29 3. 5 0 I ! 
! 15.30 ' 6 20 
.12 5.24 I l 
1 50 16.66. I 6 .04 7.04 l l 
l 7 2 5. 8 0 2.12 1. 02 I 
" 
i 7 5 10. g 6 • 97 2. 08 ! l 
I 7 10 13. 5 2 .30 3.76 \ 
t 
i 7 20 15.13 .13 5. 60 
7 50 · 16.RLt .04 7.40 6.20 ,4.16 
8 2 6. 0 0 2.f\4 • fj 0 
8 '5 11. 0 0 .<30 1.52 
8 1n 13. 8 C .32 3.30 
a· 2:0· 15.44 .10 5.06 
8 50 16.88 .03 6.84 ..... - ;- .. ·;• - •,;' : . .. - . - . . j 
9 2 6.78 2.7g 1.46 g 5 11. 8 0 1.01 2. 50 
9 10 14. 6-E 
.30 4.20 g 20 16.3 a .14 5. q2 · 
q 50 17.66 • 0·5 7. 6ft 7.40. 4.lt6 
:. . ~-- _ .. _. -·: __ .- .... --_:(:.,'.;':.;.:.., . .:·.~, ... ,,~~"';,~,.,,., .. --···· ,._..,,.. ·- ... --· - . --- . 
V=400 SFPM F= "• C 12 R IPR 0=.1·0 0 IN. 
MIN. SE r.. T1 flT1/0T T2 FW cw 
0 2 4.6C 2.-::R .SB .. 
0 5 q.74 .RC3 1. 7 a 
a 10 12.50 .2~ 3. 50 
0 20 14.2~ .11 ~.26 
0 ..I 50 15.~4 .03 7. 0 0 2.00 3.55 
• 1 2 6.00 2. 7q • g2 
_1 5 10. 50· .g5 2.10 
1 10 12.qE .29 3. g4 
1 20 14.S~ .12 5.74 
1 50 15.<34 .• G5 7. 42 3. 0.5. 3.7'3 
2 2 6.00 2.76 1. On 
2 5 11.14 .gR 2. 2il . 
2 10 :3. 1 o ~2 . '. L1-. 00 
2 2C 15.36 .12 5.78 
2 50 16. 8 0 .05 7.50 4. 20 4. 01. 
3 2 7.30 2.64 1. 24 · 
3 5 11. o Q .g4 2. 30 
3 10 14.2E .?R 4.16 
3 20 15. R 2 .11 5. <32 
3 50 ·17 .. 1~ .04 7. 60 4. 85 4.18 
4 2 6. g·~ 2.86 .38 
.. 
"4 5 10.90 .gg 1. 62 ;:j :1 
·.~, 
13. 7 0 .31 3. 48 ,:1: 4 10 !~ r. 
'.:~ 4 20 15.38 .12 5. 22 ;"f 
,;~ 
50 ~1 4 16.92 .05 7. 0 8 :;t 
·,, 5 2 6.70 2.84 1. 4? f,J 
:i 5 5 11.70 1. 0 0 2. 64 fi !:, g 
/ft 5 10 14.60 .33 4. 38 .1. " ~ ::J: 
,.. t 5 20 16.22 .12 6. 10 -',i ;:_ " r, ~ ;; 5 50 17.66 .04 7. 82 5.75 Z+.61 .; ~;i 
t 0 2 6.30 2.8D • RO ~ g 
;~ 6 5 11.96 .97 2. 0 0 ' i d 
:6 10 14.48 .31 3. <32 ~ % ~ 6:· 20 1n.1(' .11+ 5. 86 I 6· 50 17.50 .os 7. 70 ~ ~ 
'1· 2 fi .10 2. 8 0 1. 60 i .. ~ .. l 
.1· 5 12. 0 0 1.08 ?. ~o ~ ti 
' 
1, 7 10 15.02 .72 4. 66 fl 1 
7 20 16.64 6. 50 \i .12 ~1 l :1 
;ii 7 50 17.96 .05 8. 28 6.90 4.89 rt ;! ;J 
8 2 6.00 3.00 1. 10 fJ ii fil d. 
J 8 s 12.00 1. 0 4 2. 40 ,, ·s ; 
! 8 10 14.go • :f+ 4. 30 I 8 20 16.52 .13 6. 1. 2 .. .• 
8 50 17.92 .06 8. 00 
q 2 6.72 2. 80 1.18 q ·- 5 ), 12.t+O 1.04 2. 48 
q 10 15. 10 .31 4. 38 
'3 20 16.R6 .12 6. 26 









.V=600 SFPM F=.0147 IPR O=.OnO . It~. 0 
MIN. SEC. T1 ~--. DT1/DT T2 FW cw 
0 2 4.32 ?.24 • 08 : ' 
0 5 8.6C qr. • ..J 1. 04 
0 10 11.1R - • 32 ·2.56 1' 
o· 20 1?.q2 
.11 4.28 
O' :so: 15.oi. • (' 5 6.0~ 2.30 2.12 
1,. 2 s. 6 a · ... 2.63 • 50 
1 5 10.22 .<32 1. 52. 
1 10 1 3. 0 l+ .34 3. 18 
1 20 14.82 .13 4. g4 
1 50 17.06 .C6 7.02 3.54 3.36 
2 2 5.98 2.88 • 60 
2 5 11.38 1.13 2. 00 . 
·-2 10 14.40 .36 4.06 
2 20., 16.30 .14 n. oo 
2 so: 1 ~. 14 . • 06 7. g4 4.78 3.91 
3 2 6.80 3.16 • s:\ 2 
3 s 12.38 1.12 2.16 
3 10 15. 7 2 • 39 4. 22 
3 20 17.76 .1~ 6.12 
3 so ·1 g. 6 n • Q.4 8.12 6.10 4.25 
4 2 6. z.. a 3.14 • 92 
4 5 12.64 1. 28 2. 42 
4 10· 16.56 .46 4. 84 
4 2:Q 18.64 .14 6. g4 ·~ ,· 
4 50· 20.6~ • C 8 9.04 
5· 2 1.20 3.20 • 26-
5 s 13.16 1. 3 0 1.84 
5 10 17.20 .44 4. 32 
·S 20 19.3E • 1- 3 6. ti8 · 
.5 so 20. er. .08 
-8.90 10.50 5.24 f, 2 6.40 3.52 .18 
ff 5 14.',2 1.36 1. 78 
6 10 17.84 .42 4. 30 
-6 20 2 o. a ·4 ·.13 6. 66 
6 50 21.72 .08 8.90 
7· 2 7. 84 3,. 7 0 1. 16\ 
7 '5 15.32 1.38 2. 72 
7 10 1 q. o a .36 5. 26 
7 2D 20.80 .14 7.50 
7 50 22. 4 8 .02 9.78 16.50 5.75 
8 2 7.80 3.64 1. o a 
8 5 14.81+ 1.34 2.68 
8 10 19.04 .45 5. 44 
·e. 20 21.28 .18 8. 08 
8 50 23.0~ .G8 10.70 
g 2 6.98 3.46 • 60 
g 5 14. g 8 · 1.~o 2. 26 
9 10 1<3.32 .54 5. 48 
9 20 21. 48 .10 . 8.60 q so 23.00 .04 q. 60 26. no g.;o 
90 . 
.... 
------·--·-·-----·· -···· .. _.,.- ------·· . ··-········' .,, ·-·---·····-··· ··-·-- ---··· - .. . . .......... -·- ····-·· ., ...•.. , .... _ ...... ··-·····-·· ---·--~..----·-······ ', . .-- .. --- ____ ,,.,. - -s~,,,--..,....-,.,...,.-.. . .•... 
, 
V=nOO SFPH F=.01Lt7 IPR D=.OnO IN. 
MIN. SEC. T1 DT1/DT .. T2 FW cw 
0 2 3.80 ·2.2c • 26 • 
0 15 7. c; C • 7 0 1.10 
0 1 o- q.64 
.22 2.68 
0 20 11.12 .11 4.30 
0 5:0 13. a o • 0·4_ 6.0~ 2.40 3.11 
1 2 4.80 2.35 • 76 
1 5 8.94 .71 1.82 
1 1:0:. 11.06 .28 3.48 
1 · 2~0 13.74 .14 s.16 
1 f;-·o. 14.q4 .04 7.16 4.10 3.63 
2 2 5.40 2. R 4 • ,. 0 
2 s 10. 3 8 .81 1. 54- . 
:2 10 12.50 .25 3.64 
2 20 1 '4. 0 ~ .10 5.38 
2 5. 0: 15.58 .04 7.28 5.90 4.02 
3 2 5.80 3.14 • 46 .. 
3 5. 10.74 .90 1.~o 
3 10 13. 0 8 .32 3.88 
3 20 11+. ~ a .12 '5. q2 
3 50 16.68 .06 8. 16 7~70 4.61 
~ 2 ·- 6.00 2.76 .50 
4 5 11.3E • go 2.00 
4 10 13. '36 .27 4. 26 
ft. 20 15.66 .15 6.44 
4 50 11. 72 .. 05 8.64 
5 2 6.38 3.22 • 36 
5 . s 11.68 .(32 2. 00 
5 1·0 14.48 .29 4.36 
5 20 16. 3 0 .12 6.60 
5 50 18.10 .o~ 8. 80 11.qo 5.74, 
91 
l• 
• -••.• '~ • • ,.. • :_ '- :'l ... . .·, __ 
V=60n SFPM F=.G147 : IPR 0=.060 IN. 
MIN. SEC. Ti ·DT1/DT T2 FW cw 
0 2 3. 6 0 ?. • Q 0 .10 • 
0 c; 7.40· • 88 1. 10 
0 10 1c.oo .33 2.52 
0 20 11. ~ 2 .12 4.·10 
... 0 50 14.0C .Of> . 5. Rn 2.75 2.76 .. ,;..'""-
1 ·2 •. 5. 0 0 2. S2 ... .78 
1 :5 <3.30 .qs 1. ~o 
1 10. 12.00 • 3 4~. 3.40 
1 2:0, ·13.74 • 1'4 5.06 
1 50 15.82 .07 6.CJ2 i.. 3 0 3. ft 8 
2 2. 5.50 2.54 • <30 
2 5 1 o. 6 0 1.02 2.16 . 
2 10 1~.54 • 3 E, 4.06 
2 20 15. 4 0 .16 5.q5 
' 
2 50 11.22 
·• 07 1.q2 6.10 4.14 
3 2· 6.30 2.q2 1. 0 0 
3 5· 11. 5c 1.08 2. 1·2 
3 1:0 14466 .38 4. 30 
3 2:C: 16.42 .og 6.40 
3 -50. 18.14 .04 8. 5 0 7.60 l+.78 
4 2 6.72 2.8 2 .BO 
4 5 12.oc 1.12 1.g6 
4 10 15.14 .40 4.10 
4 20 16.82 .16 6.28 







- • - • --., ····-- -· r,. -· - •• I .•• .' • ·---· --·.. • 
V=6JO SFPH F=.C147 TPR D=. C o·o IN. 
MIN. .SEC. Ti nr 11·or T2 FW cw 
0 c 4.00 2.cq ' • 20 •• 
0 5 7.62 .86 1. 12 
0 10 10.16 • 3l+ 2. oO 
.o 2:0 11.g2 .14 4. :! 0 
'O . , .. .50: 14.~2 ~ .08 6. 30 2.75 2.q5 
.·1. 2· . . 5.40 2.36 .70 
1 5· <3.70 .88 1.58 
1 10: 12. a o .32 3.~8 
1 ·-z,o· 13.qQ 
.16 5.40 
1 ·s·o· 16.0~ .05 7. S6 f+.85 3.75 
2 '2 5.RO 2.83 1. 08 
.. •
:2 :?- 10. 78 1.co 2. 32 . 
·2· .lG1 13.70 <8 4. 34 •' . ..., 
·:2 ·,211 15. 72 .14 6. so 
.2. s c· 17.86 .06 8.54 1.00 4. 41 . . ' ' 
3 2 7.18 2.44 1. 10 
3 5.- 13.00 1.01+ 2. 20 
3 10 15.2~ .3R 4.34 
3 20 17.08 .14 6.68 
3 '3 0 1 ~. q C • 04 8.82 8. 8 0 i.. aq 
l+ 2 5.98 3.23 • go 
4 5 12.60 1.08 2.22 I ; 
4 10 15. 42 .28 4.44 
4 2:0. 17.60 .14 6.66 




- , .. ,_ ... _._,, __ ,_,, _______ , ·--···-»-•--•··----- ------ ---- - ·-------- ··-------- ------- ---- .. ·-· .. - . ---- ..... ··--.. ·--- , 
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, .. Jr' 
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